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ABSTRACT 
With the advancement of current nanotechnology and deeper understanding of mass transport 
through single solid state nanopores, more applications of nanopores are emerging have been 
inspired and brought up by biological nanopore.  Steady state response has been widely studied 
and explored. However, dynamic ionic response has seldom been explored. Our group has 
studied ionic transport kinetics and reported unique time dependent ionic transport behavior 
through bench-top fabricated single glass nanopores.  Compared to other solid state nanopore 
compartments, single nanopipettes have found applications in scanning ion conductance 
microscopy, controlled small volume delivery and biological imaging, due to their ease to 
fabricate and special geometry for precise tip spatial control. Other than generally considered 
radius and half cone angle, long shank geometry in nanopipettes is another parameter to affect 
ionic transport behaviors compared to other nanopores with shorter shank length. In this 
dissertation, the first research topic is dynamic ionic transport behaviors through single quartz 
nanopipettes from fundamental perspective. An important non-zero cross point separating 
normal and negative hysteresis current-potential (I-V) loops will be introduced and discussed by 
electroanalytical analysis.  Strong time dependent I-V hysteresis at low frequency and interesting 
negative resistance behavior reveals the impacts of finite variation in nanogeometry specifically 
channel length effect. Next, dynamic ion transport through single nanopipettes is studied under a 
series of concentration gradient introduced. Ion transport dynamics through asymmetric 
nanogeometry contributed by migration and diffusion is deconvoluted and its implication in 
salinity gradient energy conversion is explained. In the third project, a new method to crystallize 
matter based on dynamic control of mass transport through single nanopipette is demonstrated 
using protein insulin.   
INDEX WORDS: Nanopipette, Conical asymmetric nanogeometry, Ion transport, 
Crystallization, Salinity gradient energy harvesting, Energy conversion, Dynamic control, Mass 
transport, Memory effect 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Definition of Channel-type Single Nanopores 
Nanochannels are generally defined as channels with at least one dimension 
smaller than 100 nm with either symmetric or asymmetric geometry. When it‟s down to 
nanoscale, many interesting ion transport behaviors have been observed due to large 
surface volume ratio, when the channel dimension approaches Debye length dimension 
and resulting partial overlapping of electric double layer. Those unique and interesting 
ion transport behaviors have found many applications in DNA sequencing, stochastic 
sensing, controlled delivery, energy harvesting and storage and other biological and 
energy related areas. Compared to biological nanopores/nanochannels, solid state 
nanochannels and nanopores show more advantages in thermal stability, versatile 
fabrication strategy, flexibility for geometry design and variation, mass production and 
robustness for repeated and broader usage. 
Among all versatile nanochannel fabrication methods, nanolithography serves as a 
very important indispensable method. It is mainly composed of lithography techniques 
with nanometer resolution and overcomes the limitation of low resolution of traditional 
photolithography induced by hundreds nanometers incident light wavelength.  Electron 
beam lithography and focused ion beam are two techniques that can be used directly for 
channel writing and fabrication. Electron beam lithography uses a focused electron beam 
on electron beam sensitive resists film followed by selectively removal of either exposed 
or unexposed resist to fabricate nanochannels.
1
  Compared to electron beam lithography, 
focused ion beam lithography directly shoots focused ion beam on hard substrates, 
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including silicon nitride,
2,3
 silicon dioxide,
4
 silicon,
4
 PDMS
4
 without extra need for 
photoresist. Ion track etching is another useful way to fabricate single channel nanopore 
on polymer membranes. The polymer membranes, mainly including polyethylene 
terephthalate,
5,6
 polyimide
7,8
 and polycarbonate,
9
 are bombarded with high energy swift 
heavy ions to form a cylindrical nanopore, or an ion track across the membrane. 
Asymmetric etching methods can be adopted afterwards to obtain asymmetric geometries. 
Nanopores and nanopipettes in glass/quartz SiO2 membranes are attracting more 
and more attention due to their ease to fabricate and cost effectiveness. Glass nanopores 
are conical pores with nanometer opening embedded in thin glass membrane through 
which the two solution reservoirs are connected. The bench-top fabrication process was 
published by Bo. et al.
10
 Generally, the electrochemically sharpened Pt or Au tips were 
imbedded inside a lead glass capillary and further polishing and removal of embedded 
metals can give a nanopore with radius as small as 10 nm embedded in 20~75 um 
thickness glass membrane. 
Nanopipettes are needle-like pipettes with nanometer opening, normally range 
from 0~100 nm. In this dissertation, single quartz nanopipettes are used due to their ease 
of fabrication. Two quartz nanopipettes can be fabricated in seconds at the same time by 
CO2 laser heat puller. The nanopipette opening and geometry can be programmed by 
adjusting five parameters: Heat, Filament, Velocity, Del, Pull. The nanopipette is 
composed of a taper shank and a long stem. Note that due to special geometry of 
nanopipette, ions diffusion at nanopipette tip can be radial diffusion outside of the 
nanopipette tip and also linear diffusion inside the stem. The sturdy long stem, 
21 
programmable geometry and thin tip wall (~ 20 nm) make it easy for nanopipette to 
realize precise tip spatial control.  
1.2 Ion Transport Behaviors  
1.2.1 Surface Charge Effect 
The solution-substrate interface will have significant effects on the ionic transport 
behaviors through nanopores due to electrostatic interactions. Ions of different valence 
and charge polarity will be affected differently during their transport through these 
nanopores. It is therefore important to understand the surface charges for the long range 
electrostatics in addition to nanogeometry that impose spatial confinements. When the 
solid state substrate is placed in aqueous solution, the deprotonation of surface functional 
groups will result in negatively charged substrate. Qualitatively, both polarity and density 
of nanopore surface charge can be modified by chemicals with different functional 
groups or changing solution pH.
11
 However, to quantitatively characterize the surface 
charge density at the nanopore orifice is very challenging experimentally, especially the 
technical difficulty down to nanoscale. In a combined experimental and simulation 
approach, by solving Poisson and Nernst-Planck equation to fit the measured i-V curves 
in simulation, our group is able to noninvasively quantify the steady state flux 
distribution inside the nanopore and the surface charge density of individual nanopores
12-
14
. Unlike the common perception of stochastic/uniform surface charge density, our 
fitting suggested a non-uniform surface charge gradient at the single nanopore orifice.  
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1.2.2 Electrokinetic Process 
When a substrate is immersed in a solution, electric double layer forms. This double layer 
is composed of a stern layer due to chemical absorption of counter ions on the surface 
and a diffuse layer. The thickness of double layer is characterized by Debye length, 
λD~1/√Ci, here Ci represents the solution concentration. From this equation we can see, 
when the solution concentration is infinitely high, Debye length will be equal to zero. 
When the solution is very much diluted, this length will be infinite long. For example, the 
Debye length at the solution substrate interface is around 10 nm for glass substrate in 1 
mM KCl solution.
15
 Note that this number is in proximity to nanochannel‟s size in 
nanometer range and the double layer will partially overlap at the smallest dimension and 
affect ion transport behaviors. Two most dominant electrokinetic processes of ionic 
transport through single channel type nanodevice, electroosmotic flow and 
electrophoresis, are relevant to this substrate solution double layer.  
23 
Electroosmotic flow (EOF) is the movement of fluids under applied potential due to the 
interaction between the applied electric field and surface charge. It is caused due to the 
surface mobile layer dragged by surface charge counter ion along the electric field 
direction.  Generally, EOF velocity is dependent on the electric field applied. In 
microchannels the EOF is plug like while in nanochannel it shows parabolic like behavior 
and reduces the flow speed at lower salt concentration.
16,17
 Electrophoresis is the 
movement of charges under applied potential. The movement of ions is dependent on the 
mobility of ions, mainly including charges and hydrodynamic volume. EOF direction, 
shape of electric double layer and valences will also have effects on the ions‟ movement 
in nanochannel.
18
 When there is a pressure gradient, another electrokinetic process-
streaming potential, the resulting potential from the movement of fluid through nanopore, 
will occur. It is neglected here since in my dissertation no external pressure is applied. 
1.2.3 Ion Current Rectification 
One interesting phenomenon observed for ion transport through nanopores is ion 
current rectification behavior (ICR). Ion current rectification is the deviation of the 
current-voltage response from linear ohmic behavior, or experimentally the current at one 
potential polarity is higher than the opposite potential polarity. ICR ratio is a quantitative 
characterization of this behavior with the current at one potential polarity over the current 
at the opposite with same magnitude, often at 1 V. This behavior was first observed and 
reported by Wei and Bard using quartz nanopipettes and was demonstrated to be related 
to the ionic concentration, pore size and surface charge.
19
 As we know, taking conical 
glass nanopore as an example, the signal limiting region will be inside the conical close 
to the nanoorifice and the silanol group at nanopore surface will deprotonate in water and 
24 
have negative surface charges at ambient pH.  Due to the long range electrostatics, or 
partial overlapping of diffusive layer at small nanopore orifice, the nanopore will show 
permselectivity and the cation will be selectively transported. If the working electrode is 
outside in the bulk and a reference is place inside the conical nanopore, cations in the 
bulk solution will migrate toward inside of the conical nanopore while anions from the 
base side will migrate toward the nanopore. Note the surface electric field will oppose the 
movement toward opposite directions. Consequently, both cations and anions will be 
enriched at the signal limiting region right inside the nanopore orifice, while cation 
concentration and flux is significantly higher near the substrate interface. A larger current 
will be observed. A smaller current will be observed if a negative potential was applied 
due to the reduction of ion concentration as charge carriers in the signal limiting region. 
When the ionic concentration increases, the ionic screening effect is more significant that 
will reduce the surface charge effect and the current rectification ratio decreases. When 
the nanopipette orifice increases, the ICR ratio decreases due to the decrease of diffusive 
layer overlapping and resulting surface charge effect. When the surface charge decreases, 
the ICR ratio will decrease. When the surface charge is zero, there is no ICR. When the 
surface charge changes polarity, the ICR will reverse direction as well, as shown in Fig. 
1-1. This ICR behavior is often observed in asymmetric nanopore with uniform surface 
charge distribution or symmetric nanopore with asymmetric surface charge distribution.  
Other than the surface charge, pore orifice and concentration effect, introduction of extra 
concentration gradient across the nanopore
20,21
 or approaching external charged 
surface
15,21
 can cause ICR change as well.  
25 
 
Fig. 1-1 A) Top-view SEM of a nanopipette tip.  B) Ion current rectifications in 
bare negative glass and with positive charged poly-L-lysine coating. Note that the ICR 
reverses direction and ICR ratio increases with PLL coating. Graph is adapted from 
reference.
11
 
 
 
1.2.4   Memory Effects 
Memory effect, or history dependent effect, is the dependence of ionic transport 
behaviors on the previous condition due to finite mobility of ions to redistribute at the 
nanopore signal limiting orifice under applied bias. Most of recent ionic transport studies 
focus on steady state responses. Our group studied the dynamic behaviors limited by of 
ionic transport kinetics through glass nanopore.
22-24
 The IT dynamics reflect interesting 
memristive and memcapacitive effects. Unlike a normal I-V curve that displays 
overlapped forward and backward current at steady state, at higher scan rates, a fixed 
cross point was found in the pinched current potential curves of the ion transport through 
nanopore that separates the normal and negative hysteresis loops at different scan rates, 
as shown in Fig. 1-2. The quantitative correlation of this cross point potential with ionic 
concentration was established.
23
 The cross point is proposed as a characteristics of each 
single conical nanopores and represents an effective surface potential across the 
nanopore. If the scan rate increases to a large extent, this cross point could shift toward 
26 
higher bias magnitudes due to the superimposed charging current from charging and 
discharging behavior of the exterior surfaces of nanopore glass substrate.
24
 The IT 
dynamics is supported by a steady fixed cross point at different scan rates after 
subtraction of simulated capacitive components at each scan rate based on back 
calculated RC value. The impedance study of ion transport through single glass nanopore 
at different fixed DC potentials with different frequencies of AC perturbations indicate at 
high conductivity end an inductive behavior shows up at low frequencies, at low 
conductivity end a normal capacitor behavior shows up while these behaviors are 
separated by a pure resistor behavior at cross point potential, as shown in Fig.1-2 (B).
22,23
 
 
Fig. 1-2 (A) Overlaid i−V curves at different scan rates in 10 mM KCl. Cross-
point potential remains at 90 mV at all scan rates. Black arrows next to the curves 
indicate changes in current with increase of scan rate. Red arrows in the inset illustrate 
direction of potential scan. (B) Impedance spectra taken above, below, and at the cross-
point potential. Graph is adapted from the reference.
23
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1.3 Applications 
Channel-type single nanopores have found many applications in bioanalytical 
chemistry areas, including DNA sensing and sequencing,
25-27
 protein transport and 
property study,
28-30
 stochastic sensing,
31
 single molecule detection,
32
 salinity energy 
conversion.
7
    Here we mainly focus on the application of nanopipettes. In general, the 
surface of nanopipettes can be functionalized by electrostatic absorption, physical 
deposition or silanization.  For instance, Schrlau and coworkers have introduced a 
method to coat the interior of a nanopipette with a layer of carbon, resulting in a „„carbon 
nanopipette‟‟ (CNP), and this method has been widely used since the inner wall 
properties of nanopipette can be controlled by extra external applied potential on the 
deposited carbon layer and its flexibility to serve as a nanoelectrode to detect 
oxidation/reduction current as well as ionic current passing through the nanopore.
33
 Other 
than carbon, Xu, X. etc. successfully modified the inner surface of conical glass 
nanopipette with ultrathin gold film by facile one-step photochemical approach using 
HAuCl4 and ethanol as common reagents with the aid of UV irradiation.
34
  
1.3.1 Nanoreactor  
Due to their confined opening at nanometer range and ease to control tip position, 
nanopipette can serve as a perfect nanoreactor. For example, nanopipette can be used to 
fabricate freestanding conducting polymer nanowires. Basically the nanopipette is 
backfilled with monomer solution and retracted at a certain speed under control. When 
the monomers are exposed to air, they will be oxidized and form patterned polymer 
nanowire.
35
 Dynamic control of nanoprecipitation can also be achieved by filling 
nanopipette barrel with zinc phosphate solution and the counter-ion that has low 
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solubility with zinc in the bulk. After application of potential, nanopipette serves as a 
nanoreactor. Zinc and counter ions meet, precipitate and form transient blockage.
36
 Due 
to the ease of spatial tip control and good compatibility with microscope technique, 
nanopipette and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy immunoassay has been integrated 
for the plasmonic detection of IgG.
37
  
1.3.2 Controlled Small Volume Dispensing  
          Long sturdy quartz stem, conical shank with ~20 nm wall thickness and needle-like 
geometry make it very easy to control the precise nanopipette tip position in specific 
small substrate like single cell for controlled small volume dispensing, either by electric 
field or pressure.  Laforge, F. O. et al. developed an attosyringe by filling a nanopipette 
with water immiscible organic solvent under applied potentials to withdraw or dispense 
attoliter to picoliter aqueous solution. Since electric field across the liquid/liquid interface 
changes the surface tension, the resulting force will be strong enough to withdraw or 
dispense aqueous solution. This attosyringe also successfully penetrated into single cells 
for controlled buffer delivery.
38
 Adam Seger, R. et al. developed another single-cell 
injection platform based on double-barrel nanopipettes that uses scanning microscopy 
techniques to detect cell surfaces. They successfully adopted voltage pulses with different 
potential polarity to controllably deliver different charged fluorescent dye molecules in 
two barrels to individual cells with only one simple penetration while maintain high cell 
viability at the same time.
39
  For pressure drive small volume dispensing. Saha-Shah etc. 
creatively utilized nanopipette for nanoliter volume pressure-driven dispensing and 
combine it with matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-mass spectroscopy to collect 
and analyze sample from single Allium cepa cells and live Drosophila.
40
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1.3.3 Rectification Sensor 
Since the ionic transport behavior is highly affected by the nanopipette surface 
charge, this character has been widely used for label-free biosensing, not only 
qualitatively but also quantitatively. Vilozny, B. et al. successfully immobilized the 
nanopipette tip surface with reversible cation-response calmodulin by using 
polyelectrolyte‟s multivalent electrostatic binding to the charged glass surface first and 
then amide reacts to bind protein. The tip surface charge will change due to the protein 
capturing divalent metal ions and has direct effect on the ionic current magnitude. They 
quantitatively calculated the binding affinity of calcium ions and found that it agreed well 
with reported value of solution protein.
41
 Sa, N. et al modified the quartz nanopipette 
with imidazole functionalized silane and test the ionic current rectification ratios at 
different pHs. They found that at ambient pH the imidazole will bind to divalent cobalt 
ions while at low pH protons will replace divalent cobalt ions and regenerate the binding 
site. They suggested that reversible responses can be attained while choosing recognition 
elements with intermediate binding affinities.
42
 Tiwari, P. B. et al used the change of 
surface charge effect to quantitatively study the protein-protein interactions.
43
 They 
modified the nanopipette inner surface with negatively charged protein human 
neuroglobin and then immersed this nanopipette in a series concentration of positively 
charged cytochrome C solutions. Interaction of cytochrome c and human neuroglobin 
will result in the change of surface charge, which provides a quantitative way derive 
equilibrium dissociation constant of Cyt c-hNgb complex formation that matched well 
with the surface plasmon resonance measurements. 
30 
1.3.4 Resistive-pulse control /coulter counter sensor  
Coulter counter sensor, or resistive-pulse control sensor, is a way for counting and 
sizing of particles in a solution by electrical resistance change when these particles pass 
through a channel.
44
 For a lot of biological molecules and other macromolecules, the 
molecule size is similar to the nanopore opening and the transport of those charged 
macromolecule will cause electrical resistance change. For example, ionic transport 
behaviors of single DNA attached to 10 nm nanoparticles were observed by Karhanek, 
M. et al.
24,45
 Three different states, baseline state, the oligo-tail blockage sublevels and 
nanoparticle head blockage levels were observed and analyzed. Fu, Y. et al. developed a 
DNA sensor based on dendrimer modified nanopipette. The hybridization of a specific 
DNA sequence was detected due to different extent of ionic current rectification
46
. Single 
nanoparticles can be controlled to deliver from a nanopipette by employing resistive 
pulse sensing approaches shown by Michael Mirkin‟s group.47 Ivanov, A. P. et al 
demonstrated nanopipette based asymmetric pulses voltage control for label-free 
detection and precise delivery control of single DNA molecules.
48
 
1.3.5 Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy 
Nanopipette serves as a good probe for scanning ion conductance microscopy 
(SICM) due to its sharp tip geometry to realize precise tip spatial control. When the 
nanopipette is backfilled with solution electrolyte and tip is scanned close to the substrate, 
due to the accessible ions blocked by the external substrate, the ionic current through the 
nanopipette will be smaller. Based on this, the distance between the nanopipette and the 
substrate can be estimated and the biological imaging can be realized.
49
 Note that in 
SICM, to minimize the nanotip surface effect, high ionic concentrations are adopted.  
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1.3.6 Surface charge mapping 
Slightly different from typical SICM, if the nanopipette tip diffuse layer partially 
overlapped in low ionic concentration, the further overlapping of the surface tip diffuse 
layer with the external substrate surface charge introduced diffuse layer will change the 
ion current rectification.
21
 Based on this, simultaneous surface charge mapping and 
biographical mapping has been successfully developed.
50
  
1.3.7 New Applications Development 
         Other than these widely studied applications, new applications are being developed 
based on nanopipette‟s interesting geometry and ion transport behavior through it. For 
example, Zhou, M. etc. developed a new nanoelectrochemical method by adopting 
nanopipette to detect charged short-lived intermediates of electrocatalytic oxygen 
reduction.
51
 Basically a nanopipette is backfilled with external aqueous solution 
immiscible organic phase and scanned over Pt substrate. Generation rate and lifetime of 
short life intermediate superoxide was detected. Li, T. et al also used the ionic 
conductivity change of light-tuned complex of charge carriers to fabricate bio-inspired 
ionic switch based on nanopipettes.
52
  UV-vis reversible tunable of spiropyran and Zinc 
ions complexion will result in reversal current change as ionic switch.  
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2 DYNAMIC ION TRANSPORT BEHAVIORS THROUGH SINGLE QUARTZ 
NANOPIPETTES 
Nanopipettes have found many applications in bioanalytical chemistry and other 
related areas for spatially resolved measurements or controlled delivery. Compared to 
other channel-type single nanopores, its fabrication is simple and cost effective. Even 
though ionic transport through nanopipette displays typical transport behaviors through 
single channel-type nanopores such as ion current rectification, and those ionic transport 
properties through different nanopore platforms have been widely used in many 
applications, quantitative correlation between the transport phenomena and 
nanogeometry/nanosurface parameters has not been established.  The dynamics of ionic 
transport through single quartz nanopipette is still needed for better applications. Here 
dynamic ionic transport behaviors through nanopipettes are studied by different 
electrochemical techniques at different time scales. First we report much stronger 
memory effect in nanopipettes resulted from its nanochannel geometry compared to the 
conical nanopores in our earlier report. A diffusional transport signature is resolved at 
low frequency range in impedance spectra. The difference from conical nanopores is 
postulated to the finite differences in nanochannel geometry. Further analysis of the 
charges in the dynamic redistribution at different scan rates was also conducted with 
either asymmetric concentration gradients or asymmetric end potential ranges.  The 
charges in i-v hysteresis are correlated quantitatively with both durations and cross point 
potentials. The corresponding physical pictures were discussed from mechanistic 
perspectives. 
33 
2.1 Introduction 
Nanofluidic devices have found many applications in broad areas, including water 
desalination,
53
 energy conversion,
7
  single molecule/particle sensing,
32,47
 DNA 
sequencing etc. 
25-27,54
 Among a variety of nanodevices, quartz or glass pipettes with a 
nanosized tip are attractive due to their ease to fabricate and cost effectiveness. Many 
applications have been developed based on nanopipettes including serving as local 
sample probes
40,50,51,55
 and single cell surgery.
49,56,57
 A unique merit is the ease to realize 
precise tip location control since they have sharp long needle like geometry and 
nanometer thickness side wall.  Since the first report of ion current rectification behavior 
by Wei and Bard using nanopipette,
19
 many interesting behaviors of steady-state ion 
transport through nanochannels have been studied.
58
 The fundamental understanding of 
dynamic ion transport behavior remains rarely explored.  
 
Several electroanalytical methods are uniquely suitable to investigate the dynamic ion 
transport behaviors through nanopipettes. In classic cyclic voltammetry type 
measurements, electric current is collected when the potential on a working electrode is 
linearly and cyclically swept within a range at a fixed frequency, i.e. a triangular 
waveform. Time dependent transport behaviors can be analyzed through the ionic current 
collected at different scan rates. In addition to the rectified i-v features collected at either 
constant potential or at very slow potential scan rates, in the i-v curves at different scan 
rates, pinched i-v loops were observed in glass nanopores by our group.
23
 A fixed cross 
point separating two hysteresis i-v loops was attributed to the surface potential inside the 
nanopore. In impedance spectroscopy, a selected DC potential is kept constant to 
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establish steady-state transport while an AC with small amplitudes is applied at 
systematically varied frequencies. The disturbances in the measured impedance at 
different AC frequencies reveal both in-phase transport responses, i.e. resistive, and off-
phase behaviors such as capacitive or inductive elements. Impedance spectroscopy has 
been widely employed in studying interfacial phenomena such as biosensors and ion 
selective membranes. Our group is the first to apply impedance spectroscopy to study 
nanoscale interfaces inside single nanochannels and reported novel impedance features of 
ion transport behaviors through single glass nanopores.
22
 In high frequency range, a hemi 
circle as representative Randle circuit response suggests normal resistive-capacitive (RC 
loop) ion transport behaviors in substrate-solution interfaces. In low frequency range, 
additional capacitive behavior, another RC loop, was observed at low conductivity states 
established by the constant DC potential. An intriguing inductive behavior was 
discovered at high conductivity for the first time. The newly observed transport behaviors, 
especially the phase shift between the ion current with respect to the applied potential 
waveform, were explained by the surface electric field inside the nanopores. 
Here in this chapter, dynamic ion transport behaviors through single nanopipette 
were investigated by CV at different scan rates and impedance spectroscopy. Unlike 
previous studies, asymmetric parameters, including concentration gradients across the 
nanotip and asymmetric end potential ranges were introduced for the first time. The goal 
is to superimpose diffusion at bulk level and vary the duration  in the transport hysteresis, 
and thus to quantitate those dynamic ion transport phenomena and ultimately elucidate 
the physical meanings. The transport dynamics was explained based on the finite ion 
35 
mobility with respect to the variation in stimulus, external potential waveform, under the 
influence of the surface electric field that has a fixed direction but variable strength. 
2.2 Experimental Session 
Instruments: 
P-2000 nanopipettes puller, Sutter Instrument s Co. 
Quarts Glass, O.D.:1.0mm, I.D.:7.0, 7.5 cm length, Sutter Instruments Co. 
Gamry Reference 3000, Gamry Co.Preparation of nanopipettes: 
 
The pulling parameters of the nanopipettes are as follows: Heat: 70, Filament: 4, 
Velocity: 60, Del: 150, Pull: 120. The nanopipettes were loaded with acetonitrile and 
centrifuged for 20 min at 4600 rpm, after which the nanopipettes were washed with 
water. Different concentrations of KCl electrolyte solution were loaded both inside the 
naopipette and in the bulk.  
Two Ag/AgCl wires were used as electrodes. One was immersed inside of the 
nanopipette and worked as counter electrode while the other one was in the bulk solution 
and worked as working electrode. All measurements were carried out by Gamry 
instrument. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion: 
2.3.1 Strong memory effect at low potential scan rates or frequency 
 
Fig. 2-1 a) Experimental setup with symmetric 50 mM KCl inside a 6 nm 
nanopipette and in the bulk. b) Overlaid i-v curves of the 6 nm nanopipette with 50 mM 
KCl at different scan rates. The scale bar is 2 nA. The cross shows the origin of each 
curve. c) Bode plots and d) Nyquist plots of impedance spectroscopy results. The applied 
waveform is composed of different DC potentials and an AC with 0.01 V amplitude in 
the frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz. The bottom right (dashed square) shows 
the zoom-in view of panel d at high conductivity end.  
 
In Fig. 2-1 b, current responses under different potential scan rates of a 
nanopipette in 50 mM KCl solution were shown. First we observed ionic current 
rectification behavior, which is the current higher at positive potential compared to the 
current at negative potentials. This is caused by results from a combination of asymmetric 
conical tip in nanometer range and the negative surface charges at the tip orifice region 
originating from deprotonation of silanol groups. Due to electrostatic effect, the 
nanopipette shows permselectivity towards cations, which are potassium ions in this case. 
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At positive potentials, cations will accumulate inside the conical tip signal limiting 
region, which will result in a concentration increase and correspondingly current increase. 
At negative potentials the nanopipette tip will develop a zone of depletion in mobile ions 
at the signal limiting region. Both are due to the overlapping of surface and applied 
electric field. Many simulations and theoretical studies have been performed to explain 
this phenomenon under steady-state.
11,15,19,59,60
 Steady state is the state under which the 
system is fully stabilized or the changes in the response being measured are negligible or 
insignificant. A new phenomenon, besides ionic current rectification behavior, is that at 
low scan rates, a fixed cross point separating two hysteresis loops was found. Forward 
scan, defined as the potential scanned away from the cross point, doesn‟t overlap with 
backward scan, which is defined as the potential scanned towards the cross point. In 
negative potential range, or at low conductivity side from the cross point, normal 
capacitive behavior is observed. In other word, the forward current is more negative (i.e. 
larger) than the backward current. The feature is consistent at different scan rates and 
better seen in the bottom curve. At high conductivity side, negative capacitive behavior, 
which means the forward current is lower than the backward current, is observed at lower 
scan rates. At higher scan rates, rectification decreases as previously reported. The 
hysteresis effect, or the negative capacitive loop, decreases and transform into normal 
capacitive behaviors gradually (bottom curve). A non-zero cross point and the pinched i-
v hysteresis were first observed in conical glass nanopore but at higher scan rates by our 
group and explained to be due to the finite mobility of ions to redistribute at the nanopore 
orifice.
23,24
 The results here indicate strong memory or history dependent effects in 
nanopipettes. In glass nanopores, the overlapping of forward and backward current 
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curves means that ions has been fully redistributed before reaching next potential, while 
for nanopipette, even a rate of 20 mV/s is not slow enough for ions to fully redistribute 
before reaching next potential. 
2.3.1.1 Impedance spectroscopy of the nanopipette with symmetric concentration 
gradient 
 The Nyquist plots in Fig. 2-1 further demonstrate the finite redistribution of ions 
under a small AC perturbation at varied frequency. First we observed a hemi circle as a 
typical Randle circuit response at high frequency in both high conductivity and low 
conductivity DC potentials. The time constants for the Randle circuit under each specific 
condition were listed in Fig. 2-1 c. At low frequencies, with DC potential at or very close 
to the cross point potential, no secondary feature showed up, as shown at 0.09 V. This is 
due to the cancellation of surface effective potential with applied DC potential. At DC 
potentials higher or lower than cross point potential, a diagonal line with a non 45 degree 
phase shift showed up. As a reminder, a 45 degree phase shift is Warburg diffusion 
element. The results indicate that diffusional component starts to play an important role 
in ionic transport through nanopipette at low frequencies. We don‟t observe this 
diffusional component at high frequencies because the displacement of ions under small 
AC perturbation will be small and have opposite directions. At lower frequencies, ion 
movement, migration under AC electric field and diffusion under concentration gradient 
affect each other. The conical nanopores and nanopipettes have common impedance 
features and differences. Notice that in glass nanopore, the Nyquist plots always show 
two RC components if the DC bias is not at the cross point potential. Both conical 
nanopores and nanopipettes have a faster transport process with shorter time constant, 
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which is the first semicircle component. The slower component from the complete 
second semicircle in conical nanopores indicates the mass transport governed by 
migration electric field effect. While for nanopipettes, diffusion is obviously no longer 
negligible and the overall transport under low frequency AC stimuli showed a mixture of 
electrokinetic and diffusional transport components.  From these data we propose that a 
much longer time is needed in long stem thin wall nanopipettes for ions to redistribute 
thoroughly. The typical strong history dependent effect is attributed to a stronger surface 
electric field. Similar trends of a 6 nm nanopipette with 10 mM KCl were shown in Fig.2-
2. 
 
Fig. 2-2 a) Experimental setup with symmetric 10 mM KCl inside a 6 nm 
nanopipette and in the bulk. b) Overlaid i-v curves at different scan rates. The scale bar is 
2 nA. The cross indicates the origin in each curve. The scan direction is shown by arrows. 
c) Bode plot and d)Nyquist plot under different DC potentials and 0.01 V AC voltage 
from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz. The dashed square represents zoomed-in Nyquist plot of 0.2 V 
and 0.4 V. 
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Because the technical challenges to characterize and systematically vary the 
nanotip geometry experimentally, a series of simulations were performed. We start with a 
5-nm-radius conical nanopore in glass membrane using previously reported geometry and 
simulation methods. Poisson and Nernst-Planck equations were solved numerically by 
Comsol Multiphysics. Known parameters such as high surface charge density and small 
opening were tested and ruled out that would induce such high hysteresis transport 
phenomena. The higher memory effect is postulated to be attributed to the finite 
geometry differences between the nanopipettes and nanopores that have not been 
resolved experimentally. A likely cause is the significant long stem with thin wall 
thickness (ca. 20 nm at the tip by SEM images) and/or the varying cone angles from the 
tip to the other end of the capillary. The nanopore geometry replicates a metal nanotip 
embedded in a glass membrane that is much thicker so that the exterior surface effect is 
anticipated less significant.  
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2.3.1.2 Impedance spectroscopy of nanopipettes with asymmetric ion concentration 
gradient 
 
Fig. 2-3 Impedance spectroscopy of a 20 nm nanopipette with different salinity 
gradients across the nanotip. a) tip: bulk = 100 mM :100 mM. The dashed square 
represents zoomed-in Nyquist plot at low frequencies. b) tip : bulk= 100 mM :1 mM  c) 
tip: bulk= 1  mM:100 mM The dashed square represents zoomed-in Nyquist plot at low 
frequencies d) Overlaid i-v curves with different asymmetric concentration gradients. The 
dashed square represents zoomed-in of cross points. 
 
To investigate the hypothesis of diffusion being the root cause/physical origin of 
the difference in low frequency impedance responses, different concentration gradients 
were introduced in impedance measurements shown in Fig. 2-3. As shown in panel a, 
with symmetric ion concentration, at DC potential close to cross point potential 
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determined from i-v curves (panel d), the secondary feature is the smallest compared to 
the other two DC potentials that are slightly away. Note that in this nanopipette the 
secondary features at high and low conductivities are not the same with the secondary 
features for the 6 nm nanopipette before. At low conductivity it showed a diagonal line 
with almost 0 degree while at high conductivity it showed a deformed incomplete hemi-
circle. Both these two features indicate a mixture of diffusion and electrokinetic 
components. The deviation from the 6 nm nanopipette might result from the fact that 
smaller nanopipette will have a more significant diffusion component compared to 
electrokinetic effect and is indicated by a pure diagonal line with a non-zero degree.  
If the concentration inside the tip is higher (panel c), the impedance features at 
low frequency range of the nanopipettes are similar to glass nanopores and show a 
deformed capacitive hemi-circle at both low and high conductivity ends. With a higher 
bulk concentration (panel b), the diffusional component in impedance spectra will 
become dominant at low frequencies at both high and low conductivity sides, indicated 
by the diagonal line in Nyquist plots with non-zero degree.. When the constant DC 
potential is or near the cross point potential regardless of concentration gradient, the 
second feature in low frequency range, either deformed RC loop or diagonal line will 
diminish. This phenomenon can be explained by the balance in electric field arising from 
the applied potentials, surface effective potential of nanopipette and the concentration 
gradient. In the case of a concentration gradient is adopted between the tip and bulk 
solutions, a Donnan potential is established at the interfacial zone at the nanotip region 
that can be estimated from Nernst equation and the direction of this potential is from 
higher concentration to lower concentration. Due to nanopipette‟s asymmetric conical 
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geometry, the surface effective potential direction is from the tip to the bulk.  When the 
Donnan potential is opposite and higher than surface effective potential, the add-up 
direction of these two potentials is from bulk to tip, the diffusional component will be 
dominant and the diagonal line will show up at non-cross point DC potentials. When the 
concentration gradient is along the direction of surface effective potential and from tip to 
bulk, it will facilitate the formation of second hemi-circle loop. Typically, the nanopipette 
with no concentration gradient will show a mixture of a deformed semicircle and a 45 
degree diagonal line, in other word a diagonal line with a smaller phase angle or a 
curvature, depending on the specific geometry of each pulled nanopipette. This might be 
due to the balance between the fixed surface effective potential and built-up 
concentration gradient under the applied DC potential.   
                Note that for the symmetric concentration and higher bulk concentration, the 
applied DC potential at cross point potential will result in the diminishing of the 
secondary feature. However, with higher tip concentration, there is a more significant 
inconsistency between cross point potential and the applied DC potential at which the 
secondary feature diminishes. The similar phenomenon can be observed in other 
nanopipettes too, as shown in Fig. 2-4. The reason might be due to nanopipette‟s 
asymmetric geometry and with higher tip concentration the gradient across the tip is not 
stable and deviates significantly from the bulk concentration gradient.  
44 
 
Fig. 2-4  Impedance spectroscopy of a 60 nm nanopipette with different salinity 
gradients across the nanotip. a) Zoomed-in Nyquist plot at low frequencies tip: bulk = 25 
mM :10 mM. The dashed square represents the whole curve. b) Zoomed-in Nyquist plot 
at low frequencies tip: bulk = 25 mM :25 mM. The dashed square represents the whole 
curve. c) Overlaid i-v curves with different asymmetric concentration gradients. The 
dashed square represents zoomed-in of cross points. d) Zoomed-in Nyquist plot at low 
frequencies tip: bulk = 25 mM :100 mM. The dashed square represents the whole curve. e) 
Scheme representation of the direction of surface effective potential and concentration 
gradient under each specific concentration gradient. 
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2.3.2 Dynamic Enrichment and Depletion of Charges in I-V hysteresis 
2.3.2.1 Dynamic Charge Enrichment and Depletion in I-V hysteresis at different scan 
rates with symmetric end potentials and concentration 
 
 
Fig. 2-5  a) A representative differential current analysis from one of the I-V curves 
shown in Fig. 2-1. Current data is from the subtraction of forward and backward current 
segments. Q2 represents accumulated charges while Q1 represents the depleted charges 
calculated from the area under the differential current divided by scan rate. b) Gap 
current of a 6 nm nanopipette in 10 mM KCl at different scan rates. c) Exponential 
dependence of Q1 with duration. The duration is calculated from the time when the 
potential is scanned from the cross point potential to -1 V and then go back to cross point.  
d) Exponential dependence of Q2 with duration.  The duration is calculated from the time 
when the potential is scanned from the cross point potential to +1 V and then go back to 
cross point. 
 
From Fig. 2-1 we know that at high conductivity side separated by the cross point, 
the forward current is smaller than backward current, the subtraction of forward current 
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with backward current will give us the accumulated charges that were ‟trapped‟ at the 
signal limiting nanopore region during the dynamic process driven by potential scans. 
Shown in Fig. 2-5 those accumulated charges are referred as Q2 at high conductivity and 
similarly depleted charges as Q1 at low conductivity end. Fig. 2-5 b showed the processed 
data at different scan rates. Q1 and Q2 are obtained by each specific integrated areas 
divided by scan rate, since Q = I*t = (I*V)/(V/s) = integrated area/scan rate. The lower 
the scan rate, the higher the charges enriched and depleted at both high and low 
conductivity ends. The charge Q1 and Q2 decrease exponentially with shorter duration 
(i.e. higher scan rates). Note that from these two exponential curves, for Q1, with long 
enough time, the depleted charges will reach a plateau, while for Q2，the accumulated 
charges will keep increasing rapidly with time, which is consistent with our finding of 
strong dynamic memory effect at low frequency.  Charge analysis for different 
nanopipettes in different concentrations shows similar trend, as shown in Fig. 2-6. 
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Fig. 2-6 Exponential dependence of trapped charges Q1 and depleted charges Q2 
over durations for different nanopipettes with symmetric KCl concentration a) & b) 6 nm 
in 50 mM KCl;  c) & d) 60 nm in 25 mM KCl. 
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2.3.2.2 Dynamic Charges Enrichment and Depletion in I-V hysteresis at different 
scan rates with symmetric end potentials but asymmetric tip to bulk 
concentration gradient 
 
Fig. 2-7 a) Gap current with potential for the same 60 nm nanopipette at different 
scan rates with a) tip:bulk=25 mM:10 mM b) tip:bulk= 25 mM:100 mM c) tip:bulk=25  
mM: 100 mM d) Q1 and Q2 over duration with asymmetric concentration gradients. 
 
Fig. 2-7 showed representative changes in gap current with potential under 
asymmetric concentration gradients. With higher tip concentration, the gap current will 
be lower at low conductivity end for low scan rates while the gap current almost overlaps 
at high conductivity end. Note that cations are main charge carriers so only cations are 
considered in the following explanation. When the tip concentration is higher, the 
concentration gradient is from tip to bulk and it will facilitate the ion depletion process at 
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low conductivity end and hinder ion enrichment at high conductivity. With the opposite 
concentration gradient, the bulk to tip concentration gradient is the same with bias 
potential direction and facilitate cations to diffuse into the signal limiting regions at 
positive polarity and the gap current is higher at low scan rate at high conductivity end 
and gap current almost overlap at the low conductivity end.  These two curves indicate 
clearly about the contribution of external concentration gradient to the dynamic charge 
trapping or depleting.  
 
Fig. 2-8 a)Q2 with duration for the 60 nm nanopipette with 25:10, 25:25 and 
25:100 concentration gradient. The numbers in the plot show the slope of linear 
correlation between log Q2 with log duration b) Q1 with duration for the 60 nm 
nanopipette with 25:10, 25:25 and 25:100 concentration gradient. The numbers in the plot 
show the slope of linear correlation between log Q2 with log duration c)A representative 
of linear correlation between log(Q2) with log(duration) with 25:100 concentration 
gradient  d) A representative of linear correlation between log(Q1) with log(duration) 
with 25:100 concentration gradient. 
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Good linearity is found in the double logarithm plots between enriched or 
depleted charges over duration under different concentration gradients shown in Fig. 2-8.  
The slopes for Q1 in the three linear fittings are close and approach to 1. The slopes for 
25:10 and 25:25 are closer and the slopes for 25: 100 appear to be larger. For Q2, at 
longer duration, 25:100 gives the largest charge value and 25:10 gives the smallest value. 
For Q1, at longer duration, 25:100 gives the largest value while 25:25 gives the smallest 
value. 25:10 gives a larger value compared to 25:25. The fact that 25:100 gives the 
largest Q1 value might be due to the higher accumulated charges Q2 under the 25:100 
concentration gradient at high conductivity that might not be depleted to the same extent 
as other concentration gradients, which also contribute to Q1   at low conductivity end. 
With shorter duration (faster scan rates), the surface charging effect of exterior membrane  
will be more significant and no long negligible as reported in our nanopore analysis. 
Quantitative deconvolution is required to interpret the data in future analysis.  
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2.3.2.3 Dynamic Charges Enrichment and Depletion in I-V hysteresis at different 
scan rates with asymmetric end potentials but symmetric concentration  
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Fig. 2-9 Representation of i-v curve of a 6 nm nanopipette in 10 mM KCl at 20 
mV/s with a) -0.2 V to 1 V end potential. b)-1 V to 0.2 V end potential.  Gap current over 
potential of a 6 nm nanopipette with symmetric 10 mM KCl at different scan rates c)d) 20 
mV/s e)f) 100 mV/s g)h) 500 mV/s with different end potentials. 
 
 
Fig. 2-10 A 6 nm nanopipette in 10 mM KCl at 100 mV/s with a)accumulated and 
depleted charges over different end potential ranges. b) Cross point potential change with 
respect to each specific end potential. c) Q2/Q1 over different end potentials d) Q2/Q1 over 
cross point potential. 
 
Next we limited the end potential on one polarity to be constant, either from 
different negative potentials to +1 V or from different positive potentials to -1 V. The gap 
current at different scan rates is plotted over the respective potential range in Fig. 2-9. 
Two i-v curves are included in Fig. 2-9 a&b representing the original data. Note that the 
i-v curves were adopted after several scans until it stabilizes and there is almost no 
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difference from the previous scan. The cross point remains observable under those 
asymmetric potential ranges. The goal is to investigate the impacts of end potential 
(extent of concentration polarization or duration during the potential scan) on the cross 
point potential and the dynamics of charge redistribution. Because the variation of end 
potential at a constant scan rate will change the duration within each hysteresis loop, the 
end potential and scan rate were varied systematically.  
The charges enriched and depleted and cross point potential under each end 
potential at 100 mV/s were shown in Fig. 2-10 a&b. From panel a we can see that both 
Q1 and Q2 increases when the end potential in the negative scan is decreased with 
common fixed +1 V in positive scans and decreases when the potential is scanned to less 
positive end with common -1 V. As shown in Fig.2-10 b, when the potential was scanned 
from different negative potentials to fixed 1 V end potential, the cross point potential 
decreases when negative end potential increases. And when the potential was scanned 
from fixed -1 V to different positive end potentials, the cross point potential will further 
decrease when positive end potential decreases.  The similar trend was observed for this 
nanopipette in 10 mM KCl at 20 mV/s, as shown in Fig. 2-11 a&b. When the end 
potential in the positive scan is reduced, there is less time to accumulate charges at the tip 
signal limiting region. In other words, the ion distribution is less polarized or deviated 
from the native states (i.e. no bias applied), which will result in a lower concentration 
gradient built up inside the nanopipette tip after each complete scan. Accordingly, a 
smaller bias is needed to balance this small deviation, leading to a corresponding smaller 
cross point potential. Similarly, when the end potential in the negative scan is reduced, 
there will be less depletion in the charges at the nanotip region. As a result, a higher bias 
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is needed to balance this big concentration gradient, which will result in a higher 
corresponding cross point potential. That‟s why, for all the asymmetric end potential 
ranges, -1-0.2 V will give smallest cross point potential and -0.2 V-1 V will give biggest 
cross point potential.   
The ratio of Q2/Q1 could indicate a „normalized‟ charge built up after one 
complete scan at each asymmetric end potential range, which might serve as a signature 
to reveal the capability to select or enrich ions of a nanopipette under given conditions. 
As shown in Fig. 2-10 c, Q2/Q1 decrease with the increase of negative end potential 
scanned to fixed 1 V and further decrease with increase with positive end potential 
scanned from fixed -1 V. The correlation between Q2/Q1 and cross point potential is 
shown in Fig. 2-10 d.  The linear relationship between cross point potential and logQ2/Q1 
is impressive for such challenging measurements that suggests the underpinning 
thermodynamics following Nernst correlations.   
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Fig. 2-11 a) Accumulated and depleted charges over different end potential ranges at 20 
mV/s. b) Cross point potential with respect to each specific end potential. c) Q2/Q1 over 
different end potentials d) Q2/Q1 over cross point potential.  e) Black dots represent Q2 at 
20 mV/s divided by 5. Red dots represent Q2 at 100 mV/s with different end potential 
range. f) Q1 at 20 mV/s and 100 mV/s with different end potential range. 
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To further investigate the origin of the charges enrichment and depletion under 
asymmetric end potential ranges under different scan rates, and to differentiate the 
duration effect from end potential effect, Q2 at 20 mV/s were divided by 5, which is used 
to normalize the time difference with the Q2 at 100 mV/s. The Q2 profiles almost overlap 
for the two scan rates, as shown in Fig.2-11 e. It indicates the possible origin of the 
charges enrichment is highly time dependent. More time/duration will result in higher 
enrichment, which is consistent with the strong memory effect that we observed 
previously at low scan rates. For Q1, as shown in Fig.2-11 f, they are very close at these 
two scan rates and no further division and normalization of time scale is needed. The 
dependence of Q1 on time is not significant, probably indicating the intrinsic limit of each 
nanopipette device for ion depletion or ion selectivity.  
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2.3.3 Negative differential resistance  
 
Fig. 2-12 a) Overlaid i-v curves of a 60 nm nanopipette with asymmetric 
concentration of 25:10 (tip:bulk) at different scan rates. Zoomed in graph shows the 
portions at negative potential b) Overlaid i-v curves of the same nanopipette with 
different asymmetric concentration gradients at 10000 mV/s. 
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In electronic circuits, negative differential resistance is defined as the decrease of 
current with bias increase. Unlike a normal or positive resistance following Ohm‟s law, 
negative resistance is characterized by ∆V/∆i<0. White‟s group has reported the 
observation of negative resistance of ion transport behavior through nanopore with 
applied concentration gradient and external pressure.
25
 They use a few hundred 
nanometer nanopore with asymmetric concentration gradient and apply pressure inside 
the nanopipette. Negative resistance was observed and explained to be a balance between 
external pressure driven flow and electroosmotic flow. Here we demonstrate that similar 
negative resistance can be observed directly in small opening nanopipette without any 
applied pressure or concentration gradient as shown in Fig.2-11 and Fig.2-12. As shown 
by the arrow in Fig.2-11 a, when scan rate increases at low conductivity side current 
magnitude starts to drop at around -0.4 V at 10000 mV/s with the increase of the applied 
potential. More interestingly, as shown in Fig. 2-12 b, this negative differential resistance 
behavior is observed in both 25:10 and 25:25 concentration gradients but not with the 
concentration gradient of 25:100.  
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Fig. 2-13 A scheme representation of the possible physical process of negative 
resistance behavior formation in symmetric concentrations (top two panels) and 
asymmetric concentration gradient (bottom two panels) 
 
In symmetric concentrations, due to ion trapping and enrichment after positive 
scan, there will be transient concentration gradient across the nanotip right after the 
potential is scanned toward negative, which also affects the ion transport. The direction 
of this transient concentration gradient is from tip to bulk and consistent with surface 
effective potential right pass the cross point potential. With the applied potential is 
scanned more negative than cross point potential continuously or gradually, this transient 
gradient of cations from tip to the bulk will first disappear and then even reverse the 
direction due to continuous depletion of ions at low conductivity end and against ion 
transport. This factor favors ion transport out of the tip at the beginning and decrease to a 
point that it might reverse the direction and hinder ions migrate outside of the tip, as 
shown in Fig.2-13. The interrelation of increasing bias and continuous changing of ion 
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concentration gradient potential lead to this negative differential resistance behavior at 
small opening nanopipette.  
         To further demonstrate the concept, after introduction of salinity gradient, with a 
higher bulk concentration, the enrichment of ions at the tip at high conductivity end 
might not be high enough so concentration gradient direction right after cross point 
potential is from bulk to tip and against the ion migration continuously over time, this 
negative resistive behavior diminishes.  
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Fig. 2-14 a) Overlaid i-v curves of a 60 nm nanopipette with symmetric 25 mM 
KCl at different scan rates. The zoomed in graph showed the negative resistance shift 
with scan rate.  b)  Overlaid i-v curves of a nanopipette with 25 mM KCl tip and 100 mM 
KCl bulk at different scan rates. The zoomed-in graph showed no negative resistance. 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Conclusion: 
Dynamic ionic transport behaviors through nanopipettes have been investigated 
by different electrochemical techniques w/o concentration gradient. First, strong memory 
effect has been reported in nanopipette at low frequency. This strong history dependent 
effect is postulated to be attributed to the finite nanogeometry with long stem and thin 
quartz walls compared to glass membrane nanopore. More research is still needed to 
confirm the physical origin of this negative resistance. Second, dynamic charge 
enrichment and depletion analysis reveal high levels of charge enrichment at very low 
frequency, which is in consistent with the strong memory effect at low frequency. The 
shift of cross point at different end potentials was explained to be a result of dynamic 
charge enrichment and depletion. Third, interesting negative resistance has been observed 
with symmetric KCl concentration in nanopipette and postulated to be the result of 
transient ion enrichment at high conductivity pass cross point potential. This interesting 
phenomenon disappeared with the introduction of bulk to tip concentration gradient.  
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3     HISTORY DEPENDENT ION TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR THROUGH 
CONICAL NANOPIPETTES AND IMPLICATIONS IN ENERGY 
CONVERSION DYNAMICS AT NANOSCALE INTERFACES
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(This chapter has been published as “Li; Y.; Wang. D.C.; Brown, W.; Kvetny, M.; Liu, 
J.; Wang, G. L., History-dependent ion transport through conical nanopipettes and the 
implications in energy conversion dynamics at nanoscale interfaces. Chem. Sci., 2015, 6, 
588–595.” Reprinted with permission from Ref 62. Copyright 2015, Royal Society of 
Chemistry.) 
 
The dynamics of the ion transport at nanostructured substrate-solution interfaces 
plays vital roles in high-density energy conversion, stochastic chemical and biosensing, 
membrane separation, nanofluidics and fundamental nanoelectrochemistry. Further 
advancements in those applications require fundamental understanding of the ion 
transport at nanoscale interfaces. Understanding in the dynamic or transient transport, the 
key physical process involved, is limited, which contrast sharply to the widely studied 
steady-state ion transport features at atomic and nanometer scale interfaces. Here we 
report striking time-dependent ion transport characteristics at nanoscale interfaces in 
current-potential (I-V) measurements and theoretical analysis. First, a unique non-zero I-
V cross-point and pinched I-V curves are established as signatures to characterize the 
dynamics of ion transport through individual conical nanopipettes. Second, ion transport 
against a concentration gradient is regulated by applied and surface electrical fields. The 
concept of ion pump or separation is demonstrated via the selective ion transport against 
concentration gradients through individual nanopipettes. Third, this dynamic ion 
transport process under predefined salinity gradient is discussed in the context of 
nanoscale energy conversion in, i.e. supercapacitor type charging-discharging as well as 
chemical and electrical energy conversions. The analysis of the emerging current-
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potential features establishes the urgently needed physical foundation for energy 
conversion employing ordered nanostructures. The elucidated mechanism and established 
methodology are generalizable to broadly-defined nanoporous materials and devices for 
improved energy, separation and sensing applications. 
3.1 Introduction 
The transport of charges at solid-solution interfaces is a key step in fundamental 
electrochemistry,
63,64
 energy technology (i.e. charging and discharging of 
supercapacitors, fuel cells and batteries),
65-67
 separation (i.e. desalination, filtration),
68
 
sensing (i.e. DNA sequencing and stochastic single molecule detection),
69-71
 and natural 
processes in biology (i.e. ion channels and pumps) and geoscience.
72
 Materials and 
devices with defined atomic and nanometer scale pore structures have great potentials to 
enhance the efficacy and/or efficiency of those applications.
73,74
 At nanoscale interfaces, 
novel transport phenomena emerge that require further experimental and theoretical 
studies. Representative features include steady-state ion current rectification (ICR),
19,75,76
 
apparent inductive behaviors,
22
 mem-capacitance,
77
 and „abnormal‟ hysteresis and 
capacitance responses under high-frequency electric field stimulation
23,78,79
 observed in 
different channel-type nanodevices.  
The ion transport process is associated with energy conversion and characterized 
by current I, potential V or power (I*V). Recent advances in steady-state studies pave the 
way for better understandings of the dynamic ion transport at nanoscale interfaces, which 
are urgently needed to advance three types of important applications. First, ion transport 
through porous electrodes is a physical process and rate-limiting step in the charging and 
discharging of electrochemical capacitors (supercapacitors). Supercapacitors are widely 
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used as energy device complementing or competing with batteries etc. One of the key 
merits of supercapacitors is that they deliver high power. The high power unfortunately 
leads to a major limitation: they don‟t last long before a recharge is needed. It is therefore 
highly desirable to control the power output, or the charging and discharging kinetics. 
Two other applications are inspired by natural processes of protein ion pumps in which 
chemical energy (i.e. ATP-ADP) is converted into electrochemical potential in terms of 
action potential, concentration gradient etc. In the second type applications, electrical 
energy is harvested i.e. from salinity gradient, pressure driven flow, etc. with classic ion 
selective membranes and recently using nanopores. Third, selective ion transport will 
enable ion enrichment/depletion or separation (i.e. desalination by consumption of 
electricity, light, etc.).
80-88
 The main limiting factors for improvements reside in the lack 
of fundamental physical understanding of the transport dynamics and the needs of 
significant enhancements in methodology. 
 
Fig. 3-1 Scheme of a nanopore in transmembrane protein and solid state nanopipette 
under ion concentration gradient.  
 
a) A K
+
 ion pump in lipid bilayer that transports K
+
 against concentration gradient by 
ATP hydrolysis. b) Enlarged view of nanopipette tip under high-tip-low-bulk 
concentration gradient. Quartz/Glass serves as the counterpart of the insulating lipid 
bilayer. K
+ 
ions could migrate against concentration gradient driven by external electrical 
energy (EE). Cl
-
 ions are omitted due to lower contribution to the ion flux as a result of 
repulsion from negative surface charges. Surface potential V0 and the direction of the 
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surface electric field Es are highlighted. c) Experimental setup. The bias is defined as 
bulk versus tip. 
 
Our approach to analyze dynamic transport through solid-state nanopores in 
comparison to protein ion pumps is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. A nanopore in quartz substrate 
allows the exchange of ions between the tip and bulk solutions. Unlike the energy from 
ATP hydrolysis being converted into concentration gradient, an alternating bias is applied 
to drive the dynamic ion transport. This corresponds to the charging and discharging of a 
nanometer sized capacitor, or an individual element in an ensemble porous membrane. 
The dynamic ion transport gains substantial contributions from the tip-localized surface 
electric field. Further, the salinity gradient on the two sides of the nanopore in bulk 
solutions is introduced. The predefined salinity gradient enables the analysis of the 
energy conversion between electric and chemical potential. The conversion efficiency is 
time dependent and characterized by power. Highlighted in panel b inset, surface electric 
field has a component Es along the direction of ion flux (or applied field) that 
distinguishes this asymmetric nano-geometry platform from symmetric nanochannels, 
and from amorphous or ensemble porous membranes. The transport limiting tip region 
has an orifice radius a few tens of nanometers. Correspondingly, high efficiency energy 
conversion is achieved in terms of nanointerface enhanced ion transport.  
The dynamic transport studies reveal two key aspects previously inaccessible in 
the commonly-adopted steady-state analysis. For clarification, a comparison between 
steady-state and dynamic/transient transport is analogous to that of uniform velocity 
versus acceleration/deceleration. The physical meaning of the power generation, i.e. 
energy conversion between (chemical and electrical energy), is revealed directly from the 
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dynamic ion transport with concentration gradient, and this conversion capacity is 
characterized by a non-zero point (I(t)*V(t)) from time-dependent I-V measurements. 
This is fundamentally different from a multiplication of open circuit potential (at I=0) and 
short circuit current (at V=0), which are measured separately and correspond to power 
(I*V) zero in either case. Albeit the analysis is routinely employed in the evaluation of 
conventional electronic circuits, its application to the ion transport through nanopores 
raises concerns because the resistance and/or capacitance of the nanopore system is not 
constant. Second, the energy conversion efficiency or power is found to depend on 
previous-conductivity-state. This history-dependent feature, not captured in previous 
studies, enables the elucidation of drastic enhancement by surface electric field. The 
findings are generalizable for different types of substrate-solution interfaces, therefore 
broadly impact the aforementioned applications.  
We first lay the foundation by introducing time-dependent hysteresis I-V features 
in symmetric tip: bulk concentration conditions. A unique non-zero I-V cross-point and 
pinched I-V loops are then employed as characteristics to evaluate the efficacy of energy 
conversion and pumping ions against concentration gradient in asymmetric 
concentrations. Theoretical equations are developed by correlating the cross-point 
potential and current clamping in I-V and V-t studies respectively, through which 
significant surface impacts and the contributions by diffusion and migration to the overall 
measured current signal are elucidated. 
3.2 Methods and Materials: 
Quartz nanopipettes were fabricated with P-2000 puller (Sutter Instrument Co.) 
using quartz capillaries (O.D.:1.0 mm, I.D.: 0.7 mm). The pulling parameters of the 
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nanopipettes are as follows: Heat: 700, Filament: 4, Velocity: 60, Del: 150, Pull: 120. 
The experiments were performed with Gamry Reference 600 (Gamry Co.). Two 
Ag/AgCl wires were used as electrodes. One was immersed inside of the nanopipette as 
reference electrode while the other one in the bulk solution as working electrode. Bias is 
therefore defined as outside versus inside. The current was recorded under an applied 
triangular potential waveform at 100 mV/s scan rate. The reported stable I-V curves were 
recorded after discarding the first few I-V segments and confirmed by the overlap of last 
five scans. To ensure the designed concentration gradient, the nanopipette will be 
centrifuged ca. 20 min after replacing the tip solution. Reproducible I-V responses in 
symmetric setups were recorded between each asymmetric study to affirm the proper 
concentrations being used. After each set of I-V measurements with same tip 
concentration, additional I-V measurements under at least one asymmetric condition were 
conducted to demonstrate stability and reproducibility of the measurements.  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Characterization of nanopipette geometry 
The radius and half cone angle θ of pulled quartz nanopipettes are characterized 
by scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging shown in Fig. 3-2, and the conductivity 
analysis is described below.  
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Figure 3-2 a) Schematic diagram of a FEI Nova Nanolab 200 workstation with 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) and SEM modes. The sample stage was tilted at 15° during 
imaging. b) Side-view of a nanopipette at 15° tilt angle under FIB/SEM mode. Scale bar 
is 1 μm. c) SEM top-view of the same nanopipette by Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM. The quartz 
nanopipette was spatter coated with a thin layer of Au/Pt alloy prior imaging. Scale bar is 
20 nm. 
 
The cone angle in Fig. 3-7 is measured to be 37.5°. The half cone angle θ is 
determined to be 5.5° using equation: tan(2 ) tan(37.5) cos(90 )    . Here, α is the tilt 
degree at 15°. 
 
Conductivity analysis: 
The size of the nanopipettes is normally calculated from conductivity results in 
literature. The nanopipette size/s used in those i-V studies were analyzed following the 
same procedure in literature detailed below.   
The total pipette resistance comprises two major components: Rgeo and Racc, 
where Rgeo is geometric resistance and Racc is access resistance. Racc is determined by its 
radius and solution conductivity given that the pipette orifice is disk-shaped in 
approximation.  
geo
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Here, R is the resistance of solution.  is resistivity of the medium. h is the 
effective length.  θ is the half cone. Because of the long stem of the pulled nanopipettes 
and the small radius employed in this study, r+htanθ is approximated to htanθ.  Then,  
R
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,           
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Here, θ is equal to 5.5o and R can be calculated from the slope of i-V curves in 
high electrolyte concentration near zero bias that normally displays linear responses.  
 
 
 
3.3.2 Dynamic I-V features from ion transport through a quartz nanopipette under 
symmetric tip-bulk concentrations 
Representative ionic current responses of conical nanopipettes under a scanning 
triangular potential waveform are shown in Fig. 3-3. The nanogeometry is analyzed by 
scanning electron microscope and conductivity measurements (Fig.3-2). The immediate 
notable feature in each curve is that in the cyclic scans (scan direction shown in inset), 
two hysteresis loops are separated by a unique cross-point at a small positive bias rather 
than origin. The large hysteresis effects at such low frequency range indicate significant 
surface effects on pulled conical nanopipettes. Similar I-V features on a new device 
platform is in agreement with our recent report of pinched hysteresis loops and a non-
zero cross-point in the ion transport through bench-top fabricated conical nanopores, and 
thus strongly supports the proposed analysis therein.
23
 Such dynamic I-V features have 
not been observed in steady-state transport studies using broadly defined channel-type 
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nanodevices to the best of our knowledge. To compare with steady-state responses, the 
non-linear I-V curve of each scan segment, specifically the current amplitude being 
higher at one bias than that at the opposite bias polarity, corresponds to the well-known 
ICR behavior.
11,19,59,89-91
 A key difference is that the I-V curve does not necessarily cross 
through the origin (0,0) as approximated in previous reports. 
 
 
Fig. 3-3  Representative I-V features of a 60-nm-radius nanopipette in symmetric 
tip:bulk KCl concentrations.     
Scan rate is 100 mV/s. Inset shows the scan directions and the cross-point position of all 
I-V curves. The shift in cross-point with the increase of concentration is indicated by the 
long arrow.  
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Figure 3-4 Overlaid i-V curves of the 60-nm nanopipette in symmetric 25:25 tip:bulk 
concentrations at different scan rates. The inset shows the zoom in around the cross point. 
The largest difference in cross point potential is around 7 mV. The arrows show scan 
direction. 
 
 
The intriguing observation of a unique non-zero I-V cross-point separating 
opposite hysteresis loops reveal unknown fundamental ion transport dynamics at 
nanoscale interfaces. In solution I-V measurements, a hysteresis loop is normally 
interpreted as capacitive responses. On the low conductivity side (defined as more 
negative bias from cross-point), ionic current displays a hysteresis corresponding to 
normal capacitive behavior, or positive phase shift of current responses with respect to 
the applied scanning potential waveform. On the high conductivity side, however, the 
measured current shows a hysteresis corresponding to negative phase shift, or negative 
capacitive responses. This negative phase shift is in agreement with the „apparent 
inductive‟ or „negative capacitive‟ behaviors reported in impedance experiments and 
molecular dynamic simulations on different types of nanochannel platforms 
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respectively.
22,77
 Rooted on the steady-state ICR studies, those dynamic ion transport 
features observed from different nanochannel platforms have been attributed to surface 
electric field effects.
 22,23,77-79
  
Solution ionic strength is systematically varied to unveil the impacts on the 
hysteresis I-V features by surface electric field shown in Fig.3-3. On SiO2 substrate, 
surface electric field originates from the negative surface charges due to the 
deprotonation of surface silanol groups. With the increase in KCl concentration, 
electrostatic interactions between mobile ions and surface charges are more effectively 
screened. The cross-point potential Vcpp decreases accordingly. The current (in general 
and at cross-point) increase at higher KCl concentration because more charge carriers 
(mobile ions) are accessible to the current-limiting nanotip region.  
The cross-point can be understood as corresponding to the applied field that 
balances the effective surface electric field Es across the quartz membrane at the nanotip 
region in potential scanning experiments (Fig.1b) explained in our early reports.
23
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 For 
easy perception, we use the elongation/compression of a spring as an analogy here. A 
spring mimics the nanopipette, with the relaxed state (length L) corresponding to the 
intrinsic surface charges/potential and nanogeometry. Next we consider the surface 
effects in ionic solution as the weight added. The spring will elongate differently with 
different weights (L+W). This scenario mimics the cross-point that appears at non-zero 
position and depends on solution ionic strength. Without external bias, the ion 
distribution at the nanopipette tip region is established by the intrinsic surface electric 
field. The EDL at the nanointerface is at rest or unpolarized. The net ion flux or transport 
current is zero.  Under an external bias, ion flux will alter the ion distribution, or polarize 
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the EDL structure at the nanotip region. Accordingly, surface effects emerge and affect 
the measured current because the surface electric field is no longer balanced. The true 
steady-state, with non-zero flux/current, is established when the applied bias is equal to 
the effective surface potential across the nanotip. 
If the spring setup is further stretched by an external force to L+W+P, (P 
represents the impacts by an external bias in I-V measurements), regardless of further 
stretching or a release by the external force, the spring setup itself will tend to recover 
toward L+W. Similarly, regardless if the bias is scanned in the forward or backward 
directions, i.e. from +0.5 V away from or toward the cross point, within one of the 
hysteresis loops, the surface EDL tends to recover to the rest state. In other words, the 
surface effects will continue to enrich the ions in high conductivity loop and deplete ions 
in the low conductivity loop regardless of bias scan directions. Further, because the ion 
flux is not zero immediately before the bias is scanned to zero, non-zero current signals 
are detected „memorizing‟ the previous conductivity states due to the still-polarized EDL. 
The true steady-state is established at the cross point when the extent of the EDL 
polarization leads to a match in the magnitude of the surface and applied electric fields 
along the ion transport direction.   
Steady-state ICR (i-V branch from the backward scan as a better mimic due to 
longer accumulation) results from the overlapping effects of the intrinsic surface electric 
field with respect to a constant applied electric field. Accordingly, the hysteresis effects 
are attributed to the differences in the kinetics of the applied potential (determined by 
scan rate, or frequency) with respect to the responding ion transport through the 
nanopipette. It is worthy pointing out that the direction of Es is solely determined by the 
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surface charge polarity, albeit its magnitude varies at different ionic strength and at 
different applied bias because it depends on the ionic distribution at the nanotip. 
Therefore, at a bias more positive than the cross-point, the surface field consistently 
facilitates ion transport driven by the applied field regardless of the respective 
magnitudes, thereby reducing resistance and cause negative capacitance, correspondingly 
the high conductivity states and negative I-V hysteresis. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5 Overlaid i-V curves of the 60-nm nanopipette in a) 1:1  b) 25:25 c) 1:25 d) 
25:1 tip:bulk concentrations. Four complete scans at 100 mV/s scan rates are included in 
each panel. The first segment was discarded because the signals are affected by unknown 
pre-existing solution conditions. The insets show the zoom in part around the cross point 
potential. 
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Fig. 3-6 Overlaid i-V curves of the 60-nm nanopipette in different tip:bulk 
concentration combinations at 100 mV/s and 500 mV/s scan rates. a) 1:1 b) 25:25 c) 1:25 
d) 25:1. The insets show the zoom in around the cross point. The largest difference in 
cross point potential is around 10 mV. 
 
This non-zero cross-point is employed as a signature in the following discussions 
because it is stable and unique for each measurement system (Figs.3-5-Fig.3-6).  At each 
scan rate, the I-V curves from multiple scans overlap with the variation in cross-point 
within 5 mV (the first or few segment/s are discarded to better present stable I-V 
responses). This variation is acceptable within experimental errors such as imperfect 
Ag/AgCl electrodes preparation, thermo agitation and external interference etc. The I-V 
features are also found independent of initial potential or initial scan directions. A small 
variation in cross-point potential could be observed at less than 10 mV at different scan 
rates employed in this report. This variation intensified at higher scan rates, which has 
been attributed to the charging and discharging of quartz substrate (through exterior 
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interfaces).
92
 The effect is ignored in the following discussion because it is insignificant 
with regards to the trend discussed in this report.  
3.3.3 Dynamic ion transport through a quartz nanopipette under asymmetric 
tip:bulk concentrations 
Next we analyze the dynamic ion transport under a concentration gradient across 
the nanopore driven by an external bias. A series of I-V curves using a single nanopipette 
in asymmetric tip:bulk KCl concentrations are presented in Fig.3-7. The feature near the 
cross-points can be seen in the insets. Similar trends were obtained from different 
nanopipettes (Fig.3-8). Systematic studies using the same nanopipette eliminate the 
impacts by possible imperfection in nanodevice geometry, particularly the transport-
limiting nanotip interior portion that could not be directly characterized. Because the 
nanopipette geometry remains constant in those measurements, geometric impacts can be 
deconvoluted. The approach enables direct correlation of the transport features with 
surface charge effects, which has been a long standing challenge to study due to the 
heterogeneous nature of surface charge distribution, particularly at nanoscale interfaces. 
As a reminder, surface effects are known to be significant and even determinant factors in 
the ion transport processes through various channel-type nanodevices.  
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Fig. 3-7  Trends of I-V features in asymmetric tip:bulk KCl concentrations. 
The I-V curves of the 60-nm-nanopipette in the denoted Ctip:Cbulk concentration 
combinations: a) common low tip conc. b) common low bulk conc.  c) common high tip 
conc. d) common high tip conc. Scan rate at 100 mV/s. Inset shows the shift in the cross-
point w.r.t. the origin (0,0). Each curve was collected after multiple scans until the last 
five repeated scans overlapped, affirming a stable concentration gradient being 
established. 
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Fig. 3-8 The overlaid i-V curves of four different sized nanopipettes in 
asymmetric tip:bulk concentration combinations. a) 60 nm b) 80 nm c) 60 nm d) 30 nm-
radius. 
 
 
The cross-points of those systematic concentration combinations are summarized 
in Fig.3-9. Because the two Ag/AgCl wires are soaked in different KCl concentrations, 
unlike those in the same KCl solution, the potential drop at the two electrode–solution 
interfaces does not cancel each other and needs to be corrected. The net redox potential is 
described by Nernst expression (Vredox).  The total bias at the cross-point (VCPP(i-V)) 
therefore includes Vredox and Vpore (the potential drop across the nanopore) as expressed in 
Eq. 1. Vpore includes both surface field and concentration gradient effects discussed next. 
                                                          
  
 
  
                
                
                                           
(1) 
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in which the activity of Ag
+
 (aAg
+
) is approximated as concentration, which is 
inversely proportional to that of Cl
-
. R is gas constant, T is temperature and F is 
Faraday‟s constant. 
At each specific tip concentration, an increase in bulk concentration will cause 
Vpore (or the measured Vcpp) to shift toward more negative bias. At each specific bulk 
concentration, an increase of tip concentration will cause positive-shift of Vpore. The data 
also suggest that comparable concentration gradients induce similar shift magnitudes of 
Vcpp. At even higher concentration gradients, the cross-points could deviate from the 
trend presented in Fig.3-9 (Shown in Fig.3-10 a&b). The deviation might be associated 
with the challenges to establish stable and controllable concentration gradient, which is a 
prerequisite for this report. 
With the increase of bulk or tip KCl concentrations, the current increase due to 
the increase of accessible charge carriers on either side of the transport-limiting nanotip 
region. The cross-point current is more sensitive to the tip concentration and to a lesser 
extent the bulk. This is because the measured current is primarily limited by a segment 
inside the nanopipette orifice. The current data at +/- 1V of each curve are listed in Table 
1. Further current analysis requires surface charge parameters at the nanotip that are 
known to be heterogeneous and thus unavailable for individual nanodevices. This is 
being addressed in a combined experimental and simulation study underway.  
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Table 1 The current data at +/- 1V of each curve in Fig. 3 are listed in Table. The same 
color code represents the same combination. 
 
Ctip/mM Cbulk/mM i+1V/nA i-1V/nA Cbulk/mM Ctip/mM i+1V/nA i-1V/nA 
 
1 
1 2.9 -0.4  
1 
1 2.9 -0.4 
5 5.4 -0.6 5 4.2 -0.6 
10 6.3 -0.7 10 6.0 -0.8 
25 7.8 -0.9 25 8.0 -1.2 
 
25 
1 8.0 -1.2  
25 
1 7.8 -0.9 
5 16.2 -1.4 5 15.5 -1.3 
10 23.8 -1.7 10 23.5 -1.7 
25 29.9 -2.1 25 29.9 -2.1 
 
3.3.4 Balance of diffusion and migration flux by zero current clamping   
Under the low potential amplitude and other experimental conditions employed 
here, ion flux arises primarily from 1. diffusion determined by concentration gradient and 
2. migration regulated by both applied and surface electric fields.
14,59,89
 The measured 
current signals reflect the net ion flux limited by the nanotip region. Chronopotentiometry 
is employed next to elucidate the respective ion flux contributions by migration and 
diffusion. The applied potential is recorded over time till it reaches a stable value Vrev (i-t), 
during which the measured current is clamped to zero. This corresponds to no net flux of 
charges through the pore. In other words, at zero current, the ion flux driven by the 
external bias balances that by the concentration gradient. As expected in symmetric tip-
bulk concentration conditions, the diffusion potential Vdiff is zero (within experimental 
error at few millivolts). Analogous to the cross-point potential analysis in I-V studies, the 
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reversal potential Vrev includes Vredox in addition to the diffusion potential as expressed in 
equation (2). 
                                                          
  
 
  
       
         
 
  
 
  
       
         
                               (2) 
This quantitative correlation is affirmed by the nice linear fitting of the measured 
Vrev versus theoretical Vredox shown in Fig. 3-12 (a). The Vrev values and representative 
V-t curves are included in Fig.3-11 and Table S2. From the slope, cation transference 
number is determined to be 0.69 for this nanopipette. Since ion selectivity is a significant 
parameter in membranes for i.e. desalinization, and broadly defined separation science 
and energy technologies, it is exciting for this analysis to directly characterize cation 
selectivity of a single nanopore experimentally. Because K
+
 and Cl
-
 mobility is 
comparable, no diffusion potential is expected in bulk solution (transference number at 
0.5 each). The large cation transference number reflects surface electric field effect, 
which induces asymmetric cation and anion diffusional flux and makes this nanodevice 
cation-selective. The correlation in equation (2) is further validated by the results from 
different nanopipettes analyzed in Fig.3-13. The variation in those t+ values suggests 
heterogeneous surface charge effects of individual nanopipettes.  
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Fig. 3-9 Analysis of potential-corrected cross-point under designed tip:bulk 
concentration gradient combinations. 
 
Error bars on each point show the standard deviations from five repeated scans 
under each condition. Between each asymmetric concentration measurement, symmetric 
ones with the same tip concentration were measured to validate the efficacy in loading 
and replacing the solutions, particularly inside the tip. Data from repeated measurements 
in the same concentration combinations (both symmetric and representative asymmetric) 
are circled to highlight the reproducibility of the measurements.  
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Fig. 3-10  Analysis of cross point positions of a) 40 nm and b) 60 nm-radius 
nanopipette in different tip:bulk concentrations. Redox potential has not been corrected. 
Note the (10:1000) data in panel a) follows the trend while the (1:50) data in panel b) 
deviate from the general trend. Both data points have greater concentration gradients then 
those employed in the main analysis. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-11 Chronopotentiometry measurement of the 60 nm nanopipette with a) 
1 mM and b) 25 mM KCl tip concentration with different bulk concentration that show 
stable potential-time traces. 
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Table 2 Analysis of the cross point potential (VCPP), measured zero-current potential 
(reversal potential Vrev) and calculated surface effective potential (VM). The VM = VCPP - 
Vrev. At each tip concentration, the error is within 5 mV range at different bulk 
concentrations in general. 
 
 
Ctip/mM 
 
Cbulk/mM 
 
VCPP/mV 
 
Vrev/mV 
 
VM/mV 
 
1 
1 59 5 54 
5 3 -52 55 
10 -17 -70 53 
 
5 
1 108 63 45 
5 51 1 50 
10 21 -22 43 
 
10 
1 129 88 41 
5 79 32 46 
10 49 4 45 
 
25 
5 95 63 32 
10 65 33 32 
25 31 0 31 
 
 
 
In our earlier studies based on conical nanopore platform in symmetric 
concentrations, the effective transmembrane potential VM was found to depend on the 
electrolyte concentrations by a square root function. In the expression shown as the last 
portion in equation (3), analogous to the Debye length description in classic double layer 
theory, V0, A, Ve correspond to surface potential inside nanotip, a constant that is 
temperature dependent, and non-ideal factors associated with measurements 
respectively.
23
 
                                                    
    
   
 
                                        
(3) 
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A correlation of I-V and I-t measurements by equation (3) will reveal 
nanointerface parameters such as surface potential (V0). Subtraction of Vredox from both 
types of measurements reveals the potential drop at the nanotip region (bulk-to-tip across 
the quartz membrane). At each tip concentration, VM from symmetric tip:bulk 
concentrations matches that by the elimination of the diffusion potential in asymmetric 
concentrations (i.e.  at 5 mM tip conc., 108 mV – 63 mV = 45 mV at 5:1 ratio matches 
the 50 mV at 5:5 ratio within ± 5 mV). The analysis suggests that the tip concentration 
plays more significant roles in the transport measurements (data listed in Table 2). The 
linear correlation in Fig. 3-12 strongly supports the correlation of equation (3). The 
scattering at different bulk concentrations is attributed to the variation of local 
concentration gradients in different measurements. The concentration range in this study 
is adopted to ensure stable and reproducible concentration gradients. With predefined 
salinity and salinity gradient, this analysis offers the full picture of dynamic ion transport 
across an asymmetric nanopore influenced by diffusion and migration. 
 
Fig. 3-12 a) Correlation between the measured reversal potential and the redox 
potential. b) Correlation between the corrected transmembrane potential with square root 
electrolyte concentration.  
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Figure 3-13 Linear correlation of measured reversal potential Vrev with calculated redox 
potential Vredox from two different nanopipettes. a) 40-nm radius b) 60-nm radius. 
 
3.3.5 Implications on selective ion transport and history-dependent energy 
conversion at nanointerfaces 
Three key factors have been correlated in this time-dependent ion transport 
analysis: the applied electric field, surface electric field, and salinity gradient. Each cross-
point is at a unique balance of the three factors in the corresponding current-potential 
analysis.  
3.3.5.1 Selective ion transport and ion pumping   
The intrinsic ion selectivity (no bias applied) of a negatively charged nanopore 
can be characterized by the aforementioned analysis of cation transference number. At a 
bias more negative than the cross-point potential, low conductivity zone is established. 
The depletion of anion transport makes this zone highly cation selective due to negative 
surface charges. This is supported by cation transference number approaching unity in 
earlier simulation and experimental studies. 
93-95
 The high conductivity zone, at the bias 
more positive than the cross point, is associated with high ionic strength and thus a 
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decrease in ion selectivity. 
93-95
 Therefore, high conductivity region is more favorable for 
energy conversion applications (high power) rather than separation. 
To relay to the ion pump concept, the cross-points in Fig.3-9 can be divided into 
three categories: Ctip = Cbulk, Ctip < Cbulk, and Ctip > Cbulk. The transport of cation is 
considered because it constitutes the majority of the measured current signal. For Ctip < 
Cbulk, cations are pumped against their concentration gradient at low conductivity side, 
driven by applied potential but inhibited by surface potential. On high conductivity side, 
cations move along the concentration gradient, and thus no pumping effect. For Ctip > 
Cbulk, cations are pumped against their concentration gradient at high conductivity side, 
driven by applied potential and facilitated by surface potential. At low conductivity side, 
no pumping effect is expected. Four representative scenarios illustrate the physical 
picture of the corresponding transport processes (Fig.3-15). For applications that require 
anion selectivity, positively charged surfaces can be created, by i.e. chemical 
modification, to enable favorable transport of anion over cation. The same principles 
apply to different salinity gradients.  
3.3.5.2 History-dependent energy conversion at 
nanointerfaces 
Cross-point signature  At the cross-point, steady-state ion flux is established by 
the three factors: the current and potential at the cross-point indicate the external 
power/energy input required to balance the surface electrical field effects, plus the 
salinity gradient if adopted. Thus, the product of I*V at the cross-point represents the 
natural capacity of the employed nanointerface for the energy conversion process. The 
I(t)*V(t) at cross-point is referred as power Pcpp. To evaluate the energy conversion or 
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power in conventional electronic circuits, open-circuit-potential (OCP) and short-circuit-
current (SCC) are routine analysis because the triangular area in the I-V plots represents 
the max power (for a simple resistor load, P=I*V=I
2
*R=V
2
/R). Similar analysis has been 
adopted to evaluate the maximum power of various nanochannels under salinity 
gradient.
66,81,83
 It is important to realize that P=I*V=0 in either OCP or SCC conditions 
(IV=0 times VI=0 evaluation). Therefore, caution should be taken in the nanopore systems 
because their resistance and capacitance vary and depend on the transport dynamics. 
Therefore, we propose Pcpp as a parameter with more rigorously defined physical 
meaning in the evaluation of transport related energy conversions at nanointerfaces, 
especially in systems with prominent rectification and hysteresis.  
Power analysis and comparison  Importantly, Pcpp values are comparable in 
magnitudes with the products of IV=0 times VI=0 for different nanopipettes, and 
comparable in general with those in related literature for power generation under salinity 
gradients (Table 3). Unlike those literature studies performed in high pH conditions to 
induce higher surface effects, our measurements were performed in ambient pH to avoid 
the introduction of different types of ions that complicates the mechanism elucidation. 
Therefore, we expect further enhancement in the already-impressive power of our system 
at higher pH and/or high salinity gradient conditions.  
Hysteresis in the charging-discharging kinetics  History-dependent energy 
conversion is illustrated in Fig. 3-14. The following discussion is focused on high 
conductivity states that are better suited for energy applications. In reference to the 
volumetric conductance, drastic surface effects can be quantified at different time or bias 
domains. For example, at 0.60 V, I(tb) is larger than I(tf) due to the longer period during 
89 
which larger surface effects accumulate (sustained contribution by Es). Similarly, both 
forward and backward currents are lower at higher scan rates due to less surface 
enhancement over shorter time at the same potentials. This surface enhancement 
functions regardless of salinity gradients. Given the Pcpp describes the intrinsic capacity 
of individual nanostructures for power generation under salinity gradient and establishes 
the physical meaning of such power generation under an external bias, further 
enhancement by the nanointerface in the power generation is anticipated if a positive bias 
were applied. The concept is analogous to the gain effect in field effect transistors. 
Further, the forward and backward scans correspond to charging and discharging of the 
nano-supercapacitor respectively. The hysteresis therefore suggests a delay in the 
charging (forward scan) as well as discharging (backward scan) driven by the external 
potentiostat. In other words, asymmetric nanopore structures and local surface electric 
field effects will alter the kinetics of energy conversion. Our analysis suggests that, 
theoretically, the time constants of the energy conversion could be tuned by engineering 
nanointerfaces to achieve desired power input-output for specific energy storage, power 
generation and other related applications. 
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Fig. 3-14 History-dependent power generation of the 60-nm nanopipette in 25:10 
tip:bulk concentrations at 20 mV/s and 500 mV/s. 
Volumetric conductance is estimated from tip concentration volumetric ohmic 
behaviors (blue dash line). The arrows near the current curves indicate the direction of 
the sweeping bias. Forward and backward scans are defined as away and toward the 
cross-point respectively. 
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Figure 3-15 Illustration of the ion transport governed by the three key factors. a) 
I-V curves of the 60-nm nanopipette in four respresentative concentration combinations. 
Enlarged view was shown in the inset.  b) Four representative schemes of nanopipette 
with asymmetric 1:1, 1:25, 25:1 and 25:25 tip-to-bulk concentration gradients were 
shown. The dashed lines around glass surface show the thickness of double layer. The 
arrows were drawn based on real experimental value. 
 
 
b 
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With symmetric tip-to-bulk setups, no diffusion potential is established. At cross 
point potential, the applied electric field balances the surface field effects, which is larger 
in 1:1 than that in 25:25 mM due to less effective electrostatic screening. After the 
introduction of an additional concentration gradient across the nanopipette, the applied 
potential needs to balance both surface potential and diffusion potentials at the cross 
point. At 25:1, even though the transmembrane potential is lower because the tip 
concentration is higher (compared to 1 mM inside), the concentration gradient and 
surface electric field have cumulative impacts on the ion flux at the transport limiting 
region inside the nanopipette. A bias magnitude equal to the sum of diffusion potential 
and surface potential is required to establish the cross point. Therefore, the cross point 
shifts toward more negative polarity if Ctip< Cbulk and shifts toward more positive polarity 
if Ctip > Cbulk. Similar rationale can be applied to other concentration combinations or the 
transport of cations as main charge carriers and anions separately. 
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Table 3  Comparison of power generation from different nanopipettes with related 
literature under comparable experimental conditions. 
 
Our 
Results 
Nanodevice 
platform 
Ctip(mM):
Cbulk 
(mM) 
Power Estimation/pW 
cpp cpp cppP V I 
 
i 0 V 0P V I    P(t) V(t) I(t)   Psurfac
e 
1 (data 
reported in 
manuscript) 
60-nm 
nanopipette 
10:1 
 
18.8 
 
4.0 
 
F(0.6 
V) 
2064 1200 
B(0.6 
V) 
2250 1400 
2 60-nm 
nanopipette 
10:1 
 
7.0 
 
3.2 
 
F(0.6 
V) 
786 -67 
B(0.6 
V) 
930 77 
3 40-nm 
nanopipette 
10:1 
 
12.2 
 
8.4 
 
F(0.6 
V) 
594 25 
B(0.6 
V) 
720 151 
4 30-nm 
nanopipette 
10:1 
 
4.5 
 
1.7 
 
F(0.6 
V) 
1032 463 
B(0.6 
V) 
1092 523 
Literature      
5 41-nm 
polyimide 
conical 
nanopore66 
 
10:1  
pH 10.5 
 
N/A 
 
10.9 
 
N/A 
6 40-nm  
Boron-
Nitride 
nanotude96 
 
10:1 
pH 11 
 
N/A 
 
15.2 
 
N/A 
7 Less than 10 
nm polymer 
(COO- 
terminated) 
nanopore81 
 
100:10 
 
N/A 
 
15~20 
 
N/A 
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Here, PCPP represents the cross point power generation. CPP CPP CPPP V I  . P(t) 
represents the total transient power at a specific time. P(t) V(t) I(t)  .  
VC refers to volumetric contributions (ohmic conductance by nanogeometry and 
solution resistivity). PVC represents the power without contribution from surface charge, 
which is mainly determined by tip concentration. 2
VC tipP V(t) G  . Gtip is the tip solution 
conductance. 
Note: the contribution from volume conductance to the overall conductance can 
be estimated from Fig.3-3 in main text. Ignoring it in the above analysis of PVC does not 
affect the general outcome of our analysis and has been confirmed by the analysis with 
square root tip*bulk. 
tip
tip tip tip
1 1
G
R r tan 4r
 
    
  ,          2
vc
tip tip
1
P (t) V(t)
r tan 4r
 
    
   . 
Psurface (t) is the power generation contributed from the surface at a specific time t. 
Psurface(t) = P(t) – PVC(t). Forward (F) and backward (B) refer to the bias V(t) being 
scanned away and toward the cross point respectively. Therefore, at the same bias, two 
current values are listed as the consequence of the hysteresis effects. 
 
#1~#4: Cross point power generation: 
CPP CPP CPPP V I  . VCPP has been calibrated 
by subtraction of electrode redox potential. For
i 0 V 0P V I   , here Vi=0 = Vrev - Vredox. Vrev 
is obtained while holding current to be 0 A. I V=0 is obtained while holding the potential to 
be 0 V. Original data of nanopipettes 2-4 were included in Fig.3-11 and Fig.3-12. All 
data were collection under ambient pH. It is important to point out that the reported 
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power in our system will be much higher at higher pH as reported in the references listed 
below.  
#5: The data were copied directly from the literature Table.1 in ref. 1 with the 
same 10:1 asymmetric concentration. The solution pH was adjusted to 10.5 to increase 
surface charge effects, unlike ambient pH employed in other listed data.  
#6:  The current data iV=0 and conductance data G were obtained directly from 
Supplementary Tab.I in ref. 2 with the same 10:1 asymmetric concentration. 
i 0 V 0V I G   
and was corrected from the electrode redox potential. 
#7: The power data were read directly from Fig. 5 in ref. 3 while the asymmetric 
concentration is 100:10. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
To summarize, time-dependent current potential features of individual conical 
nanopipettes are studied through which fundamental understanding in dynamic ion 
transport at nanoscale interfaces is established. Employing salinity gradient across a 
conical quartz nanopipette, hysteresis in the ion transport current with respect to a 
stimulating alternating electrical field is characterized by a non-zero I-V point and 
pinched I-V loops. The product of I-V, i.e. power at the unique cross-point is shown to be 
a more accurate and meaningful signature to characterize the dynamic ion transport or 
energy conversion at individual nanodevices. The hysteresis effect in I-V measurements 
has significant implications on the charging-discharging kinetics of energy devices such 
as supercapacitors. Further, the conversion of salinity gradient into electrical energy, or 
vice versa, on asymmetric conical nanopore platform is demonstrated to be enhanced 
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drastically by an intrinsic surface electrical field. The findings suggest exciting 
opportunities to advance energy, separation and other related applications using broadly-
defined channel-type nanodevices. The theoretical foundation and analysis methodology 
are universal and generalizable to other structurally-defined nanoporous materials and 
nanodevices, and thus believed applicable in broad energy and separation applications. 
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4 INSULIN SINGLE CRYSTAL NUCLEATION AND GROWTH BY ACTIVE 
ELECTROCHEMICAL CONTROL OF MASS TRANSPORT THROUGH 
SINGLE NANOPIPETTES 
4.1 Abstract: 
Protein crystallography provides three-dimensional (3D) molecular structure 
information that is important to understand their functions.  However, fundamental 
research on nucleation mechanism and technical developments to control crystal 
formation continue to attract extensive attention after centuries of progress in materials 
science and biology. Relying on very powerful technique X-ray crystallography, 
obtaining diffraction quality protein crystal is still a bottleneck and one of the most 
challenging aspects in protein crystallography. Conventional methods are empirical trial-
and-error based which are intrinsically material consuming and labor and time extensive. 
New technology and smart materials are being developed to reduce the time needed via 
high-throughput approaches, to better control the solution mixing via micron-to-
nanometer scale devices. Active control of the crystal formation process that is 
generalizable for different materials has not been established. Here we apply our 
fundamental understanding of the mass transport dynamics at nanometer scale to control 
the earliest stage crystal nucleation and continued crystal growth. We show by 
programming electric current-potential through single quartz nanopipettes, the formation 
of single insulin nuclei is spatially and temporally monitored and manipulated. Further 
crystal growth around a single nucleus is similarly controlled and monitored.  The 
nucleation kinetics and crystal growth rate are demonstrated to be controlled by the 
applied potential and current. In situ optical imaging of crystal formation process reveals 
98 
different assembly morphologies near the nanotip that can be correlated with 
characteristic current disturbances as signatures to the crystal formation.  
4.2 Introduction: 
Protein crystallography plays a very important role in structure biology and drug 
discovery since it elucidates the macromolecule structure for a better understanding of 
biological functions. Protein crystallization has a long history back to the observation of 
hemoglobin crystals in blood preparation in 1840. The significance of protein X-ray 
crystallography was better recognized after the first X-ray photograph of protein pepsin
97
. 
However, protein crystallization has been regarded as a real black art rather than science 
for a long time due to a lack of fundamental understanding and poor control. There are 
general strategies, but the conditions to obtain macroscopic diffraction-quality protein 
crystals are variables for different analyte systems. The requirement of trial-error 
screening of a variety of empirical parameters has been the bottleneck for many research 
projects in requiring extra materials and person effort.  
High-throughput methods have been developed and adopted in most structural 
biology research to expedite the protein crystal growth. Multiple parameters, albeit still 
trial-and-error screening, can be tested in parallel, i.e. using multi-well devices to save 
time.  Compared to conventional methods, it is a significant improvement for each unit 
cell to function with smaller volume in current high throughput methods. Given it only 
takes one high quality crystal for the structure determination, a predictable theory or a 
generalizable method within a single unit cell would greatly reduce the amount of analyte 
molecules needed.  
99 
Besides the fundamental research in nucleation that remains a hot topic in 
materials science and biology, better design in equipment and technique development for 
more efficient high-throughput screening are in under constant progress.  One way to use 
protein sample more efficiently is further device miniaturization by adopting 
micro/nanofluidic systems.
98-102
 Instead of microliters in either substrates or dispensing 
volume, nanoliters of fluids can be dispensed.  For example, microfluidic cartridges 
preloaded with nanoliter plugs of reagents have been designed to screen the parameters or 
conditions for crystallization using only nanoliter plugs of reagents per reaction.
99
 A 
robust microfluidic method with scalable metering can setup144 parallel reactions with 
10 nL protein samples each.
98
 Compared to conventional screening techniques, 
microfluidic devices can screen more conditions using two orders of magnitude less 
protein samples.
98
 
For a crystal to form, it usually goes through two sequential stages – initial 
nucleation (formation of a nucleus larger than a critical size) and further growth.  An 
energy barrier has to be overcome to nucleate. Once the critical size is reached, normally 
at tens nanometers, further growth can be a downhill energy process under appropriate 
solution conditions. These two processes are generally coupled together and difficult to 
differentiate. A phase diagram is often necessary in protein crystallization to determine 
under saturated and supersaturated zones (not in spatial regime; in phase diagram defined 
by chemical and environmental parameters). The supersaturated zone can be further 
divided into the metastable zone, labile zone and precipitation zone based on ensemble 
kinetics and observations.
103
 In the metastable zone, nucleation will not occur 
spontaneously but further growth of a preformed (or introduced) crystal embryo can be 
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maintained. The labile zone is the next supersaturated zone in which the seed will form 
spontaneously and grow. However, the labile zone is usually very narrow and hard to 
find. In precipitation zone, the kinetics of both nucleation and further growth will be fast 
that leads to the formation of amorphous precipitates or disordered structures.
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Heterogeneous nucleation can be initiated with the introduction of smart materials 
to facilitate crystal nucleation by overcoming energy barrier in the metastable zone. An 
array of lipid patches at micrometer dimensions has been printed into different shapes by 
nanolithography method. Due to adsorption of protein molecules on to the lipid layers in 
the array, these lipids will enrich the target protein locally to overcome the energy barrier 
for nucleation.
104
 Analogous to traditional seeding methods such as using horse hair, 
molecular imprinted polymer thin films with nano/micron-patterns have been developed 
as novel seeding materials.
105
 Another interesting seeding method for membrane protein 
is the lipidic cubic phase.
106
 Due to the hydrophobic surface and anisotropic orientation, 
crystallization of vulnerable membrane protein is very difficult and involve extra step of 
detergent solubilization. Lipid polymorphism cubic phase forms diffusional space and 
allows membrane protein diffuse while keeping original conformation.
107
 Porous 
nucleating agent materials, such as bioglass, have also been adopted to overcome the 
energy barrier for nucleation in metastable zones.
108
 The mechanism of facilitated 
nucleation is similar for those smart materials/strategies, which is to enrich target protein 
concentration locally by either specific protein-template interaction or size selectivity via 
designing specified pore size suitable for the target protein. The energy barrier for 
nucleation is overcome at small domains within local space rather than the whole 
solution. 
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X-ray sources from synchrotron offer higher intensity over in-home sources that 
are better suited to analyze microcrystals or crystals with large unit cells. The advantages 
are highly favorable for protein complexes and membrane protein that is very difficult to 
crystallize. The potential drawbacks include higher beam intensity induced X-ray 
radiation damage and the requirements for sufficient micron sized crystal. To address this 
concern, nanocrystallography is developed after the first serial femtoseconds protein 
nanocrystallography experiment 
109
 that demonstrates the capability to solve multi-
protein structures
110-112
. Femtosecond pulses of X-ray free electron laser were used to 
collect snapshots from a fully hydrated stream of nanocrystals instead of conventional 
one single crystal. The promising technique is at its infancy facing many challenging 
problems such as protein preparation due to the low hit rates and high protein 
consumption as a stream instead of a single crystal. Moreover, a high concentration of 
salt in nanocrystal solution might block the liquid jet nozzle as well.  
The nucleation or growth of protein crystals under the influence of electric 
field
113-118
, magnetic field
119
, ultrasonic irradiation
120,121
 and a combination of those 
factors
122,123
 have been extensively studied. Given both nucleation and growth involve the 
transport and assembly of analyte molecules at individual sites of embryo formation, the 
solid state nanopore/nanopipettes are promising platforms with unique advantages. Those 
novel ion transport dynamics discovered at nanoscale discussed in the early chapters 
provide unprecedented capability to control and regulate the transport of ionic species for 
enrichment in concentration. The results in this chapter demonstrate that kinetically 
controlled nucleation and growth processes enable greater temporal and spatial control of 
protein crystallization previously inaccessible.  
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Experimentally, we adjust the pH of the insulin solution to form metastable 
solution and tune the transition between precipitation zone and metastable zone 
dynamically by a spatially confined nanotip with precipitant inside. In this metastable 
phase zone, no spontaneous nucleation will occur but crystal growth will be supported if 
nuclei were available. At bulk ensemble level, it is not favorable for nucleation but 
considered the ideal region for crystal growth after nuclei formation. The metastable 
region is selected to avoid spontaneous microcrystals/precipitates formation in 
precipitation zone or dissolution of synthesized nuclei in the under-saturated zone. The 
energy barrier for nucleation is overcome by the delivery of precipitating reagents 
actively controlled by external electric field: the in-situ regulated concentration 
enrichment or solubility gradient triggers nuclei formation at the nanopipette region. 
Electric current signal and optical imaging provide feedback to adjust the parameters of 
different potential waveforms for nuclei growth into macroscopic single crystals.  
 
4.3 Experiment:   
Instruments:  
P-2000 nanopipettes puller, Sutter Instrument Co.  
Quarts Glass Capillary with Filament, O.D.:1.0 mm, I.D.:0.7 mm, 7.5 cm length, 
Sutter Instruments Co.  
Gamry Reference 3000, Gamry Co. 
Axopatch 200B Amplifier，Molecular Devices 
Olympus Microscope, Dino-line eye eyepiece 1.3 Mp Camera 
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Preparation of nanopipettes:  
The pulling parameters of the nanopipettes are as follows: Heat: 70, Filament: 4, 
Velocity: 60, Del: 150, Pull: 120. The nanopipettes were loaded with 1 M HCl and 
centrifuged for 20 min at 4600 rpm.  
Chemicals: 
Bovine insulin was purchased from Akron Biotech and used directly without 
further purification. (ZnCl2: Sigma-Aldrich, Anhydrous Citrate Acid: Sigma-Aldrich, 
Sodium hydroxide pellets: J.T.Baker, Hydrochloric Acid: Fisher Scientific)  
Insulin solution: 
10 mg Insulin was dissolved in 8 mL 0.02 M HCl. 1 mL 0.1 M ZnCl2 and 1 mL 2 
M Citric Acid was added to the solution. The solubility of insulin is pH dependent with a 
PI around pH 5. The pH of 5 mL solution was adjusted first by 8 M NaOH until the 
formation of a white cloud, and continues adding 8 M NaOH until the white cloud fully 
dissolves, at which point the solution pH is 7.9. This near-saturated solution is used as a 
stock that remains stable without precipitation over three months.  
The pH to prepare protein solution in the metastable zone is screened next. The 
stock solution will become oversaturated if the pH is lower, i.e. become metastable. A 
series of the stock insulin solutions, each containing aliquot of 200 uL, were added in 
small PCR tubes. Different amounts of hydrochloride acid were added to decrease the pH 
at ca. 0.05 pH unit intervals. With too much acid added, the solution will form micro 
seeds faster in 2 hrs at ca. pH 7.2. At ambient amount, a solution remains clear in a few 
days that are best suited and used in the following studies (normally around pH 7.6). For 
abbreviation, we refer to them as saturated insulin solutions. In summary, the goal is to 
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screen out the solution in which 1. an embryo will form if the pH is lowered; 2. the seed 
will grow spontaneously over time; 3. the solution will not self-nucleate in a few days. 
Those conditions are desirable for method development rather than the requirements for 
applications after the method is established. 
 
Experimental Setup: 
Glass slides were glued on top of an ITO glass slide as sidewalls with a 1 mm slit 
channel for quartz pipette insertion. The wax was melted via heating and applied on top 
of the glass slides around the slit channel to contain the protein solution with scalable 
dimensions. The protein solution is in contact with the wax wall between the top cover 
glass and bottom ITO glass. A quartz nanopipette is inserted directly into protein solution 
either manually or with a micromanipulator. The evaporation is confirmed negligible 
based on the volume retention during these experiments.  
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4.4 Results and Discussion: 
 
Fig. 4-1 A) Side-view of the experimental setup. A nanopipette is inserted in a sat. 
insulin solution droplet which is sealed in a wax reservoir on top of an ITO glass slide.  
The white scale bar in the optical microscope image is 10 microns. B) Top view of the 
slide setup with dimensions. Graphs are not drawn to scale. C) Side-view experimental 
design A. Note the bias is applied between a Ag/AgCl wire inside the quartz capillary and 
the conductive ITO layer. D) Sequential processes of the nucleation control and the 
growth control of a single crystal formation.  
 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig.1 A. A nanopipette loaded with 1 M HCl 
acid as the precipitant was inserted into a sealed compartment with 50 uL saturated 
insulin solution. An Ag/AgCl electrode was inserted inside the long shaft of the 
nanopipette from the other end, serving as a working electrode while the ITO glass 
served as a counter electrode. The crystal formation process was monitored optically 
under an upright microscope continuously. Designed potential waveforms were applied 
across the nanopipette to actively tune the materials exchange between the interior acid 
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and exterior protein solutions. Without applying any potential externally, diffusion under 
the concentration gradients of different species will govern the mixing process, which is 
passive and cannot be adjusted once the two solutions are in place.  
Since the isoelectric point of insulin is around 5, insulin molecules are negatively 
charged in pH 7.6 exterior solutions. To initiate nucleation process, as illustrated in Fig.1 
C-scheme, a positive potential was applied. Protons will migrate toward the outside of the 
nanopipette tip while negatively charged insulin molecules are driven toward the 
nanopipette tip region under the applied electric field. A pH gradient will be established 
across the nanopipette tip region, primarily outside of the tip due to the higher mobility of 
protons compared to larger protein molecules. A solubility gradient, lowest near protein 
isoelectric point, would be established accordingly. The outside solution near the nanotip 
will make the transition from saturated/stable to metastable even precipitating zones 
depending on specific conditions. Accordingly, insulin molecules will aggregate, 
crystallize or precipitate at this spatially confined domain depending on the transport 
kinetics. 
The process to obtain a good crystal is illustrated in Fig.4-1 panel D. A constant 
DC potential (bias) is applied, i.e. V-clamping, at the beginning to initiate the molecular 
assembly and nucleation. Once a characteristic electric current response or optical feature 
is observed indicating the formation of crystalline structures at the nanopipette tip, the 
applied potential is decreased immediately to reduce the rate of mass transport, or to 
avoid poor assembly/growth or amorphous precipitation. Afterward, a constant current is 
applied, i.e. i-clamping to control the grown rate and thus the crystal quality. In-situ 
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monitoring and active control of initial nucleation and subsequent growth are discussed 
separately in the following sections. 
 
4.4.1 Nucleation Control 
4.4.1.1 Constant Potential Nucleation Control 
 
 Fig. 4-2  A) Representative of current responses (red) over time under a constant 
applied potential (black) for nucleation control. B) Different profiles of applied potential. 
C) Corresponding current responses from a 4-nm-radius nanopipette. The circles indicate 
the transformation from the dark dot to a bright structure. D) In situ bright field imaging 
during nucleation process. The bright field images (a-d) were taken at the points labeled 
in panel A. The scale bar is 10 um. The images of e&f show the crystal seed formed at 
the nanopipette tip after the 1000 mV program and 800 mV in Panel C. The scale bar is 
50 um. 
 
Fig. 4-2 A shows representative i-t features during the initial period of 
crystallization under a constant applied potential. Four characteristic images are shown in 
Fig. 4-2 D. Stage a represents the establishment of pseudo-steady-state under a constant 
applied potential. The initial decrease in current is attributed to the consumption of 
protons with an exterior buffer solution that result in a significant decrease of charge 
carriers at the signal limiting nanotip region.  The image shows the formation of a small 
dark spot right at the tip of the nanopipette.  Unfortunately, our optical resolution is 
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insufficient to resolve any fine structures the black dot may have. Its dimension is 
estimated to be hundreds nanometer based on diffraction limit of visible light. It is 
important emphasizing that this dark sphere can form and disappear reversely by 
applying or removing/reversing the applied electric field. The reversibility of the dark 
spot formation suggests either loosely assembled protein aggregates or dense liquid 
domain formation. Stage b shows the size increase of the black dot into a dark sphere, 
indicating further growth by aggregated protein molecules over time. Note that at this 
stage, the dark sphere will not disappear by stopping the applied potential.  Stage c 
features a gradual decrease in current amplitude. Optically, a transformation from dark 
sphere into bright or more transparent structures with vague facets suggests the formation 
of ordered assembly lattice, i.e. crystal embryo. Depending on the location, i.e. the 
distance from the nanotip, the ordered lattice structure, and subsequent crystal growth 
could partially block the mass transport through the nanopipette tip and cause the current 
to decrease. After stage c, the current curve displays more significant variations 
(elaborated in Fig.4-5 Growth control) due to the increased disturbance of ion transport 
over the course of further growth. As shown in the image d, the facets developed further. 
The overall morphology seems to reveal polycrystals instead of a single one. As 
explained next, a higher potential is required to initiate the crystal nucleation by 
providing kinetic energy to overcome the thermodynamic energy barrier. After nucleation 
and reaching the critical embryo size, the high materials flux provided by the same 
potential magnitude triggers multiple nuclei formation or poor molecular assembly 
around the initial nucleus, as shown in Fig.4-4.  Either way, as discussed next, the applied 
potential magnitude needs to decrease immediately after the initial nucleation stage c. 
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The „V‟-shape current curve at stage c corresponds to the optical transition of 
better visible light diffraction/transmission. Those current and visual features clearly 
reveal critical information during nucleation. Systematic analysis is summarized in Fig. 
4-2 B and C. The dynamics of mass transport depends on many factors, including 
nanopipette size, surface charges, interior acid concentration, applied potential and 
exterior protein pH. To be consistent for quantitative comparison, the interior and exterior 
solution conditions were maintained constant during each series of measurements (i.e. 
using the same protein solution). By using the same or similar sized nanopipettes, the 
applied potential was varied to adjust the input energy systematically. The current 
features during the nucleation process are shown in Fig.4-2 C. As we can see, at 
potentials as low as 450 mV and 600 mV, we did not observe any current disturbance 
over 20 min.  Optically, we did observe the formation of a dark sphere but didn't observe 
the subsequent transformation into brighter structures. At 800 mV and 1000 mV, both 
current disturbance and optical transformations were observed. The circles highlight the 
V-shape critical transformation corresponding to the optical transitions. Higher potential 
magnitude appears to induce the transformation at an earlier time compared to lower 
potentials. It is unequivocal that a sufficiently high potential will initiate the nucleation 
process. Quantitative correlations between the nucleation initiation and the potential 
magnitude will require further measurements. There are many factors that would affect 
such dynamic heterogeneous processes that require better fundamental understanding of  
mass transport that remain to be established.  
The V-shape current feature is a robust signature to indicate nucleation transition. 
However, not every nucleation would generate a detectable V-shape in the current curve. 
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The reproducibility is evaluated using the same and similar sized nanopipettes with 
results shown in Fig. 4-3. Depending on how close the initial assembly/aggregation is 
from the signal limiting nanotip area, the extent of disturbance on the mass transport 
trajectory will vary. In another word, if the transformation occurs further away from the 
tip rather than close by, it will have less, possibly a negligible effect on the current signal. 
 
 
Fig.4-3 Reproducibility check of nucleation process from a 5 nm nanopipette A) 
Overlaid i-t curves under different applied potential and corresponding crystal seeds after 
each applied curve from the same nanopipette in the context B) Overlaid i-t curves under 
different applied potential from another 5 nm nanopipette. C) Current responses from a 2 
nm radius nanopipette at 0.9 V and 1.0 V. Small oscillations in the curve might be due to 
external electrical noise or insulin transport. D) Time to nucleate reproducibility check 
for the nanopipette shown in C at 0.9 V and 1.0 V back and forth. At 0.85 V, no nuclei 
formed in 120 min, as shown in a hollow red dot. All the curves in each plot are from one 
specific nanopipette.  To obtain reproducible data, first the nanopipette was pulled out of 
the solution and immersed in a pH 1 HCl solution for 10 s to dissolve the crystal formed 
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at the tip. And then immerse it in the water for 5 s to get rid of the absorbed acid at the 
exterior of the nanopipette. Then the nanopipette was reinserted in the solution.   
 
4.4.1.2 Optimized approach for single seed formation 
 
Fig. 4-4 i-t curve under applied potentials and in-situ optical images to show 
holding potential at nucleation potential for a long time will cause not only the seeds 
growth but also further development of extra seeds, polycrystals or even amorphous, as 
shown in the last graph. Note that the good seeds and bad seeds are differentiated based 
on optical image only. 
 
To summarize, we propose to decrease the applied constant potential slowly right 
after the crystalline structure first developed, which was indicated by the smooth current 
decrease after the current stabilizes for some time and corresponding optical image 
monitor, as shown in Fig. 4-4 B. After the applied potential program as shown in the 
panel B, a stable good seed will remain at the nanopipette tip without significant size 
increase over times.  
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4.4.2 Growth Control: 
4.4.2.1 Optimized seed growth under current clamping controls 
The crystal growth is a spontaneous downhill energy process after the seed 
formation in a metastable solution. The growth rate is highly dependent on the solution 
condition. High growth rate could deteriorate the crystal quality/morphology. When using 
the nanotip to initiate the nucleus formation, further growth process can be very slow 
limited by the small tip opening through which mass transport is needed to maintain the 
metastable condition via passive diffusion (keep in mind that the bulk solution away from 
the nanotip is not in the metastable zone). In other words, the crystal cannot grow beyond 
the metastable zone established near the nanotip. Evaporation and other complications 
such as vibration of the solution could also interfere over a long period. The external 
potential is further designed to actively control mass transport rate to facilitate the 
embryo growth. From the earlier nucleation studies, it is clear that applying a high 
potential after nucleation is not appropriate for crystal growth because new nuclei and 
defects could develop under the high mass flux: those abrupt current change in Figure 4-2 
c indicates transient blockage of mass transport around the nanotip or the seed.  
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Fig. 4-5 a) Representative potential-time features (red curve, left axis) under 
programmed current (black, right axis) over time. b) Potential oscillation from a zoom-in 
view of the V-t plot. c) Representative corresponding time-lapse pictures of crystal 
growth over time. Note that the images and the potential oscillation data are not from the 
same experiment.  
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To better control the crystal growth, the current is fixed at a constant value 
(current-clamping) by varying the applied potential after the nucleation. The rationale is 
to provide a constant influx of matter to maintain stable growth. The results are shown in 
Fig.4-5.  The applied potential is reduced to zero immediately after the V-shape transition 
is observed in current monitoring during the nucleation to avoid defect formation on the 
embryo, as shown in Fig. 4-4 panel B. Starting at time zero in Fig. 4-5, the instrument 
applies the current as programmed and records the potential shown as the red curve. 
Shown in the V-t curve, the potential, albeit remain at hundreds of millivolts to maintain 
the current, switches between a high and low state at small magnitudes, ca. ±10 mV. The 
oscillation behaviors suggest that the applied potential needs to make a transient 
adjustment to ensure steady mass transport. Apparently the growth of the embryo 
increasingly blocks the mass transport route across the tip region, which explains why a 
constant DC bias fails to produce crystals at high quality. The periodic potential 
oscillation recovers the steady-state mass flux either by reducing the influx or by pushing 
the seed further away from the tip. Further experiments are needed to provide conclusive 
evidence for the root cause. Crystal images collected during the current clamping process 
are shown in Fig.4-5. It is worth mentioning that the nanopipette tip is normally 
embedded in the formed crystal, which is a convenient feature to handle the final crystal 
by the careful maneuver of the long shaft from the other end of the quartz capillary.  
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Fig. 4-6 A) Crystal growth under different programmed current profiles. B) 
Optical images of the final crystals from the corresponding growth curves. C) Analysis of 
crystal size and the volume of the charge influx. One edge of the crystal was measured as 
the size periodically during the growth without any movement. The corresponding 
charges are obtained from the area under the current curve at the time of size 
measurement. ) The accumulated charges are directly proportional to the volume of the 
crystal, whose cubic root displays linear relationship with size.  
 
Next we programmed different i-t curves and monitored the crystal growth 
process over time, as shown in Fig.4-6 A. The higher the current is clamped to, the faster 
the crystal will grow. However, it doesn‟t mean higher current will always be better. 
According to the microscope images, the highest current from program 1 causes the 
crystal to develop more facets and irregular packing inside the crystal during its growth 
process, as details shown in Fig.4-7. It means there is an upper limit for the clamped 
current. Besides, an excellent linear correlation between the crystal edge dimension and 
cube root of charges was found, which indicates the successful current clamping control 
in crystal growth rate. Additional results in the crystal growth rate over time under 
different clamped current are shown in Fig.4-8, Fig.4-9. and Fig.4-11. 
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Fig. 4-7 Impacts of applied current at high amplitude: time lapse of crystal growth 
over time from Fig.4-6 program 1. An extra nucleus developed from the center of the 
crystal from 210 min. This extra crystal lattice further develops and forms very irregular 
multiple crystal structure. The scale bar is 10 um. 
 
 
Fig. 4-8 Another set of time-lapse pictures of a crystal seed growth process under 
current clamping waveform.  The scale bar is 10 um. 
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Fig. 4-9 Another representative view of a crystal growth over time and the linear 
relationship between the crystal edge with cube root charges. The scale bar is 10 um. 
 
4.4.2.2 Visual Morphology of grown crystals on nanopipette tips 
 
 
Fig. 4-10 Illustration of a modeled crystal with defined morphology presented at 
different orientations for the comparison of different crystals grown at the tips directly. 
 
Different views of a crystal viewed from 3-D modeling are shown in Fig. 3-10. 
Some representative crystals grown on the nanotip from different experiments were 
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arbitrarily aligned. From the visual comparison, we propose that the crystals grown from 
the nanopipette tip share the same or similar morphology but have different sizes and 
orientation at the tip. The model was simulated by Solidworks. It is clear that visual 
effects could be misleading to argue difference or similarity of a given crystal. For 
example, for the crystal in rectangle orientation, the longer edge might be composed of 
two separate edges at an angle as illustrated in the middle picture. The linear edge-charge 
correlation, i.e. size-volume, discussed in the previous section is not affected by such 
visual effect given the growth rate along a, b and c direction is the same. Technically, 
each growth curve was established by measuring the same crystal on the nanotip over 
time without any physical movement of the whole experiment setup, which ensures a 
consistent view angle. 
 
4.4.2.3 Reproducibility of crystal growth under applied current waveform 
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Fig. 4-11 a) Different programmed current clamping and b) corresponding crystal 
growth rates and c) optical images 
 
 
To study the crystal growth rate reproducibility under different applied potential 
programs, two crystals under each program were analyzed. Note that program 2 and 4 has 
similar charges input rate compared to program 3 but a slightly difference in the initial 
current clamping condition. From growth rate curve we can see that crystals 3-A and 3-B 
grow slower compared to other crystals grown under a higher current clamping control, 
which is consistent with what we expect. The slightly difference in the initial current 
clamping didn‟t seem to introduce a observable difference in the crystal growth rate. 
Regarding to the two slightly deviations #10 and #8, it is because #8 and #10 share 
similar orientation on the nanopipette tip. For both of them the longer edge of the 
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rectangle was used to analyze the crystal growth rate, which clearly has an offset and is 
larger than real edge length. This concept was explained in Fig.4-10.  
 
4.4.3 Control Experiments 
4.4.3.1 Step potential as a general approach to screen control parameters 
 
Fig. 4-12 Representative curve of designed applied step potential waveform with 
corresponding current response and in-situ optical images. 
 
Step potential was applied over time to screen the right potential for nucleation. 
As indicated in the zoomed in the graph in the i-t curve, some current oscillation was 
observed after applying 400 mV, after which some small dark spot formed around the 
nanopipette tip region. This current oscillation might indicate the transport of protein 
aggregates through the nanopipette tip sensing zone. After a while, this current oscillation 
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behavior disappeared because all these aggregates have been driven out of the 
nanopipette sensing zone and accumulate around the nanopipette tip. This 400 mV is the 
on-site potential that is the minimal potential needed to trigger the nucleation process. For 
different nanopipettes with different geometry, this on-site potential varies from 300 
mV~ 1000 mV. With increasing the potential step, this small aggregate will grow larger 
and until to a point at which it will transform into a single crystal. This single crystal will 
continue to grow with a further potential applied. As shown in the optical images, a nice 
cubic crystal formed and grew right at the nanopipette tip. 
 
4.4.3.2 Exterior protein pH effect 
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Fig. 4-13 External protein pH effect: A comparison of the nucleation process from 
two slightly different proteins over time in A) pH 7.9 B) pH 7.5 and nucleation i-t curves 
in C) pH 7.9 D) pH 7.5. 
 
 
When the bulk solution is slightly changed, the time it takes to nucleate will be 
different as shown in Fig.4-13. When the insulin pH is approaching pI like 7.5, it takes 
shorter time to nucleate, and the pI 5 is around signal limiting region, thus we observed 
smooth current decrease with some oscillation at the curve, as shown in Fig.4-13 D. 
However, if we use pH 7.9, it takes around 45 min to transform and the current curve did 
not show sensitive, smooth current decrease, as shown in Fig.4-13 C. The pI 5 is at the 
far edge of round nucleus, where the first facet develops and continues to grow from 
there as shown in Fig.4-13 A. 
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4.4.3.3 Evaporation Effect: 
 
Fig. 4-14 Evaporation effect on crystal growth. Time-lapse pictures of a crystal 
seed growth process under poor controlled evaporation. 
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As we can see, at the beginning the developed seed is clear and uniform. 
However, over time, some nucleus started to nucleate even on top of the grown crystal 
due to poor evaporation control and finally showers of crystal seeds took over the crystal 
and formed a poor quality polycrystal. This graph is used to demonstrate the importance 
of limiting evaporation in the experiment. Although slightly evaporation rate is a good 
thing to facilitate crystal nucleate and growth, it‟s very difficult to control the solution 
evaporation rate. Different from higher transient energy introduced by nanopipette and 
externally applied potential, the extra nucleus due to evaporation formed on the exterior 
of the crystal instead of the interior of the crystal.  
 
 
4.4.3.4 Pipette size effect 
 
Fig. 4-15 Pipette size effect on crystallization process. The size of nanopipette is 5 
um for upper three panels while the nanopipette size is 1 um for the bottom three panels. 
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For the 5 um nanopipette, after applying 1 V, nothing happened. Over 30 min 
courses, multiple crystals will form inside the nanopipette tip, and some protein 
precipitate is floating outside the nanopipette tip. When applied potential stopped, all the 
crystals disappear, but protein precipitate remains there.  
For the 1 um nanopipette, after applying 0.1 V, the crystal formed and grew very 
fast. It demonstrates for this opening nanopipette; a small potential will be enough to 
trigger the nucleation process, and a single crystal can be controlled. However, as 
observed in Fig. 4-15, the crystal quality, is not perfect and hard to control due to relative 
large opening induced larger acid contact with the crystal inducing fast nucleation and 
growth.  
 
 
 
4.4.3.5 Replacement of interior precipitating solution 
 
 
Fig. 4-16 Interior solution effect on crystal quality. Left panel: 1 M HCl inside 
crystal.  Right panel: 1 M HCl was replaced by same sat. insulin.  
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For this method, the most worrying part is probably the high concentrated acid 
inside the nanopipette. We observed the fact that at first the crystal quality looked good, 
but suddenly some slight defects showed up in the center immediately after we stopped 
applying potential. This is due to the sudden transient movement of acid out to 
contaminate the protein crystal on the tip.  Slowly decreasing applied current until to the 
point it stopped helped a bit on this but still diffusional of acid over time is still a little bit 
worrying.  So we tried to replace the interior of acid solution with sat. insulin.  Note that 
improper handling might cause some pressure inside the nanopipette and cause more 
transient acid diffusion, so this process needs care and caution.  As shown in the graph, 
first the crystal growth over time and still a small slight defect showed up in the center. 
Overall, there is no significant visual damage to the crystal.  
4.4.3.6 Technical Problems Trouble-shoot: 
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Fig. 4-17  Two representative graphs to demonstrate typical problems observed 
with the degrading ITO glass.   
 
Although this method is relatively simple in design and works often, sometimes 
reproducibility is a problem for the insulin solution. Presence of the dark spot is 
observed; however, formation of the dark spherical ball and transformation into the 
crystal is not. 
 
After applying 1 V for 1 hr, nothing was observed, including the dark spherical 
precipitate.  
While trouble-shooting, the first task is to investigate the ITO glass and the 
complete electrical circuit, especially the connections. At times, an insulating layer that 
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impedes conductivity, where the alligator clip is connected might cover ITO glass 
surface. This can be easily tested by monitoring the current, with the potential at 1 V. 
Since the concentration of the precipitant agent is high, the current should not be 
relatively low, for example if using 1 M HCl the current at 1 V should not be lower than 
1 nA for a 5 nm nanopipette. Most of the time protein will be in a buffer, and the buffer 
has many charge carriers. 
If the ITO glass is conductive and the whole circuit does not have connection 
issues, but there is no formation of the dark spherical nuclei, this indicates bad 
experimental design or bad experimental conditions.  Examples of bad experimental 
conditions include: nanopipette size, precipitant concentration, or protein solution 
condition which is not suitable for the seed formation to be at the nanopipette tip, instead 
in the surrounding solution（precipitate floating）or inside the nanopipette (nanopipette 
size too big) or  the energy might be too low for the ions to transport, meet and 
crystallize. In this case, try to either 1.) replace the nanopipette if visually the size is not 
appropriate 2.) increase the applied potential 3.) increase the precipitating agent 
concentration to input more energy to the system. 
If all steps do not work, please check the experimental design or change to a new 
one. 
 
Black spherical nuclei formed after applying high potential, like 1 V, but they didn’t 
grow large or transform into a crystal. 
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This is the most common problem encountered.  It means, the condition is right, 
but there are not sufficient protein molecules to be transported around the tip for the 
aggregate to grow in size. There may be many reasons for this situation.  
First, the ITO Glass signal limiting area surface degraded over time due to slightly 
acid disposer, scratch, or protein absorption 
As shown in graph 4-16, from the i-t curve, when the potential was switched, no 
significant charging or discharging current showed up. It just showed a normal resistive 
behavior. In addition, the current might be low compared to the normal state but is not 
necessary low. Also, many oscillating spikes are observed in the curve.  From the bottom 
graph, it‟s clear that an increased potential will help. When the potential was increased to 
be as high as 3 V, the real electric field drop on the protein will be sufficient for them to 
move to the tip. But using too high of a potential will cause the shift of the precipitating 
solution farther away from the tip and increase the volume. At this point, a decrease of 
the potential will cause the acid to move back to the tip and required nucleation volume 
decreases while the protein molecules‟ mobility is too slow to follow and they molecules 
will be trapped there at the tip which and enriches the area to promote nucleation. All 
these features indicate it‟s highly possible likely the ITO glass has been degraded. The 
significant partial failure in ITO glass will cause a significant potential drop on the glass 
surface and affect the protein movement to the nanopipette tip significantly. At this point, 
switch to a new device. 
If these still don‟t work, check the protein solution. First, check if there are small 
black seeds floating around, which might be an indication that the solution has already 
nucleated and formed showers of small crystals or seeds, which consumes the protein 
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molecules and makes it very difficult to grow larger. Second, double check if this protein 
solution is in the metastable zone. Because if the protein is not in the metastable zone, 
there will be a balance of formation and dissolving of the precipitate. As a result, it might 
just remain as a black precipitate there. 
For other protein systems, please double-check if the solution is too viscous 
because viscosity will significantly decrease the movement of a protein to the tip and 
affect the protein‟s nucleation and growth process. 
 
4.5 Conclusion and perspective: 
 We have demonstrated successful active electrochemical control of insulin single 
crystal seeds formation and growth by manipulating mass transport through a single 
nanopipette associated with in situ microscope monitoring of nanopipette tip. First we 
observed the reversible formation and disappearance of a dark spot right at the 
nanopipette tip after application of the positive potential. This dark spot might remain at 
the nanopipette tip without significant growth in hours at lower constant applied electric 
field. When the dark spot‟s dimension increases over time at higher constant applied 
electric field, it first grows from dark spot to dark sphere and then starts to transform and 
form ordered crystal lattice. Crystal transition from dark sphere to a brighter structure 
with faces in an optical image and current disturbance can both be observed as an 
indication for this process. To ensure the seed quality, right after the crystalline structure 
developed the applied potential is decreased smoothly to zero. Second, to ensure the 
crystal growth quality and facilitate the growth rate, constant current clamping is used to 
control the crystal growth process. By programming different currents, we found that the 
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higher current clamped, the faster the crystal will grow, and there is an upper limit for the 
clamped current. When the current is clamped too high, the crystal will develop defects 
and crystal quality will be ruined. Other killing factors were also discussed in the paper. 
            In general, this method shows a big potential to be applied in crystallizing other 
more complicated proteins or charged macromolecules based on appropriate 
experimental design. A precipitate with the charge will be a priority over other 
precipitating solution, and the protein has to be in the opposite charge state and 
metastable zone favorable for the follow-up growth.  Otherwise, the round precipitate 
formed at the nanopipette tip will reach a balance forming and dissolving. The biggest 
advantage and drawback of this method is the production of only one crystal at one time. 
To solve this problem in the future, multiple nanofluidic devices can be designed, 
integrated, and employed to grow multiple crystals at the same time for a scale-up 
purpose.  
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